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There are few things in the world that have captured 

the human imagination quite like gemstones. 
Coveted since ancient times, these jewels have been 

the protagonists of some of the most spectacular 
love stories, crimes, power struggles and legends the 

world has ever seen. Here are the dramas behind 
some of the world’s most famous gems.
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nights, and exotic locals. 
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Brainstorming ideas, shuttling between appointments, 
keeping a close eye on finances... All this sounds more 
like a job for managers than musicians, right? 
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I have a wonderful photo of my friend Ryouko 
standing over her bathtub and making a joke about 
open air bathing. Ryouko is in her seventies and during 
the devastating tsunami that decimated the North Eastern 
coast of Japan in March this year, she lost everything she 
owned, including her house: a beautiful Japanese style 
house that had been in her family for generations. And yet, 
seventh months on she can stand in its foundations, look at 
her bathtub – all that remains – and laugh at her own joke. 

I recently had the opportunity to return to Kesennuma, a 
place I called home for three wonderful years, but one that was also badly 
damaged by the terrible events of March 11th. It was a bitter-sweet homecoming. 

It was devastating to see so many places that I have such vivid memories of now 
broken, destroyed and, in some places, completely washed away. It was saddening to see 
all of the temporary houses that have mushroomed up on school sports fields and parking 
lots. And it was heart breaking to think of all the people who have lost their possessions, 
homes, and especially their family members. 

But it was also a joyous occasion to be reunited with so many dear friends for the first 
time in four years. The events of this year made our reunion that much more poignant, 
and our time together that much more valued than it otherwise might have been. It was 
with a huge sense of relief and gratitude that I found all of my friends safe and well, and 
heard news that their families too had survived unscathed. As is often the case with natural 
disasters, some lost no material possessions while others, like Ryouko, lost everything. 

But irrespective of whether they lost everything or nothing, the most inspiring thing 
I discovered during my homecoming, was the overwhelming strength of the people of 
Kesennuma. Huge parts of the city are damaged beyond repair, but in others, life goes 
on as normal. And every person I met, without exception, was positive and hopeful for 
the future. They do not dwell on the despair or the horror of what they experienced, 
but instead focus on how they can rebuild their city and their lives. Above all, there is 
an overwhelming feeling of what the Japanese refer to as “Kizuna”, a strong feeling of 
community. It was this sense of community that helped them through the dark days of the 
disaster, and it is an even stronger sense of community which is helping them to rebuild 
after it. 

This was indeed a life-altering lesson for me, and one I hope I can share with all of 
you as the festive season approaches. The people of Kesennuma have shown me the 
unquestionable importance of being part of a caring and supportive community. They 
have also shown me how important it is to cherish and appreciate the special people in 
our lives, and not just during this time of year, but always. None of my friends who lost 
their houses mourn their loss nearly as much as they rejoice in the fact that their family 
and friends are still here.

Ryouko is now building a brand new house. She showed it to me proudly and boasted 
that it will have no less than five upstairs bedrooms. “Why so big, Ryouko?” I asked. “So 
that I can have my family around me and my friends to stay,” she replied. 

Have a wonderful festive season.

October Winners

Sensitive & Sensational

When Dr Frank Crandall created a unique line 
of cosmetics for his wife, who had sensitive skin, 
he changed the face of cosmetics. Physicians 
Formula is free of fragrances, PABAs, or any 
of the other 132 known skin irritants. Although 

Physicians Formula products are made to adhere 
to strict standards, they are also created with all the 
fun and glamour that makes cosmetics the pleasure 
of women everywhere! Available at selected Dis-
Chem stores nationwide.

Three lucky readers will each win a Physicians 
Formula hamper to the value of R1,000 each. The 
hampers include: Organic Wear bronzer, bronzer/
blusher and tinted moisturiser; Powder Palette pressed 
powder and highlighter and Eye Definer eye pencil.

Simply SMS the word TIME, followed by the 
word PHYSICIANS and your NAME to 35131. 
Cost per SMS is R1,50. Competition closes 31st 
December 2011. By entering this competition you 
consent to receiving electronic information pertaining 

to abouTime and/or 1time airline. 
Terms and conditions apply.

Editor
Nicky Furniss WIN!
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Welcome on board your 1time flight and thank 

you for choosing us as your carrier of choice. We 

trust that you will find this festive season flight a 

pleasant one. Our dedicated crew is available to 

attend to your needs, and ensure that your flight 

is a smooth, safe, and enjoyable one. 

Considering that we are currently in the throes 

of the holiday season, I would like to wish you 

and your family all the best for this festive period, 

and trust that you will have an enjoyable and  

relaxing break. 

Our desire to ensure that you are able to make the 

most of the holiday season, has led us to implement 

a 10% overall increase in the number of 1time flights 

available in December. 

Specifically, there has been a significant increase in 

flights on four of our routes: a marked 68% surge on the George to 

Johannesburg sector; a 52% increase in flights between Cape Town and East London; 

a 29% increase on the Johannesburg to Port Elizabeth route; and 36 more flights between 

East London and Johannesburg. 

The fact that we have been able to significantly increase the number of flights according 

to your needs, is particularly pleasing to our airline. 

In keeping with the theme of customer service, please accept a friendly reminder that 

airports are generally jam-packed with holiday makers during the festive season, so be 

sure to get to the airport a little earlier than usual so that you can check in on time for your 

flight. Alternatively, skip the airport queues and use our Home e-Checkin system, which 

offers you the ultimate in simplicity and convenience, by allowing you to check in for your 

flight from the comfort of your home. 

All you have to do to check in for your flight is to visit www.1time.co.za, formally 

book in online, and select your seat preference. You can then download and print your 

boarding passes at home, and make use of our bag drop counter when you arrive at the 

airport. It’s as easy as that!

Wherever you may be headed this festive period, we wish you safe travels, a blessed 

festive season, as well as a prosperous and happy New Year.

Cheers to 2012!

Rodney James
CEO
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This portable speaker for your 
iPhone or iPod stands horizontally 
or vertically and allows you to 
run apps, watch YouTube videos, 
movies, and play games on your 
devices while they are docked. 
The iMM190 is built with dynamic 
acoustic speaker chambers to 
enhance sound clarity, and its 
powerful amplifiers provide better 
efficiency and performance. It 
also charges your iPod or iPhone 
while they are docked! With the 
addition of the iLuv alarm clock 
application (available free from 
the iTunes app store!) the iMM190 
also becomes an Internet Radio, 
big display digital alarm clock with 
weather information and multiple 
alarms. The iMM190 is available 
at stores nationwide, including 
Dion Wired and Makro. For more 
information or to find out where 
to purchase your own iMM190, 
visit www.cortechsa.co.za or call  
+27 11 463 8530.

Dear 1time

I would like to highly complement 
one of your staff members.

I recently flew from Durban to Cape 
Town with a very busy 11-month-old 
baby girl. From the start of the flight, I 
knew it was going to be a bad one, as 
my baby began to scream uncontrollably 
as soon as we took off. 

Your crew were all very helpful, but 
Shamilla Pillay in particular displayed 
absolute professionalism in handling 
this difficult situation. She asked me to 
sit in the jump seat where she offered 
me complementary tea and sandwiches 
and helped to calm my baby. My brother 
in Cape Town had just been diagnosed 
with cancer, and as I was devastated 
about this I was also in tears – almost as 
much as my baby! 

I have flown all over the world for 
business and on many different airlines, 
but I have never met a cabin crew 
attendant as kind and compassionate as 
Shamilla was. She insisted on providing 
me with drinks and snacks, and kept an 
eye on me for the rest of the flight when 
my baby eventually went to sleep. As a 
result of her excellent service, I will only 
fly 1time when I travel the Durban to 
Cape Town route. 

A staff member such as this is a 
very valuable asset to your company. 
Congratulations.

Very best wishes,
Sarah Wait

Dear 1time
 
I would just like to say what a fantastic little in-flight 

magazine you have! It is concise, well put together and even 
the size of it is perfect.

I have just been reading through the September issue 
and have really enjoyed the articles. There is definitely 
something for everyone, from travel and entertainment to 
business. I even found the perfect Christmas presents for 
my family in there.

Well done. 
 
Regards,
Su West

To whom it may concern,

People are so quick to complain when even the slightest 
thing goes wrong, but fail to recognise excellence in the 
same manner.

I flew on 1time recently from Johannesburg to Durban 
and although one almost expects “low cost” service from a 
low cost airline, the exact opposite was the case.

A big “thank you” to Captain Raymond, Captain Cornel 
and cabin attendant Chantal for their six-star treatment and 
the most memorable flight of my life. Please send my thanks 
and regards to them and, if it means anything, feel free 
to put another customer satisfaction “feather in your cap” 
from me.

Have a splendid day!
Wion “Soon-to-fly-1time-again” Flett

Ask your flight attendant for a feedback form and let us know what 
is on your mind or send an email to cr@1time.co.za.

Letters may be edited, shortened or translated from the 
original language.

Have a complaint  or comment?

Winning Letter

Letters

The writer of this 
edition’s Letter of 
the Month will 
receive an iLuv 
iMM190 App 
Driven Rotational 
iPhone Dock.
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Rocking in the New Year has become a tradition at the 
Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens in Cape Town. New 
Year’s Eve 2011 will be no exception as Prime Circle 
headlines the concert, with 2010’s Idols winner Elvis 
Blue opening the show. Bring along your friends, pack 
the picnic basket to overflowing and spread the blankets 
as you toast the final sunset of 2011 and prepare for 
the concert of the year. Host Amarula will also be 
offering delicious cocktails at the Amarula Bar. Tickets 
are available from www.webtickets.co.za or from the 
Kirstenbosch ticket office on +27 21 761 2866.

A Rocking 
Garden 
Party

31st

Festive Tunes
Celebrate the festive season and head off to Laborie Wine Farm in 
Paarl on 9th December, for their annual Carols by Candlelight and Night 
Market. Father Christmas will be on hand to entertain the little ones, and 
musicians will keep visitors entertained with Christmas carols as they 
lay out their blankets and picnic baskets in the estate’s gardens. The 
festivities will include the Laborie Lazy Days’ Night Market, which will 
host a range of food and craft stalls. Picnic hampers can be pre-booked 
and cost R250 for adults (for two people sharing) and R75 for children. 
For bookings and more information, contact +27 21 807 3390 or email 
info@laboriewines.co.za.

Fairytales Do Come True
Head down to the Playhouse in Durban this December to watch 
the South African premiere of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s 
musical, Cinderella. The production promises wonderful songs 
and lavish dance numbers, as well as a number of magical 
moments, including mice turning into ponies and pumpkins into 
carriages. Cinderella will be performed to live accompaniment by 
the KZN Philharmonic Orchestra in the Playhouse Opera Theatre 
from 26th November to 31st December and looks set to be an 
unforgettable festive experience. Tickets are available through 
Computicket at www.computicket.com.

become a 

FAN. Visit

on Facebo
ok

abouTime
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The Johannesburg 
International Mozart 
Festival will once again 
be showcasing musical 
excellence from 27th January 
to 14th February (dates to 
be confirmed) in Parktown. 
Tickets are available through 
Computicket. Contact  
+27 11 447 9264 for  
more information.      

The Duesouth Xterra 
will take place at Buffelspoort 
Dam (North West Province) on 
28th January 2012. For more 
information, visit  
www.stillwatersports.com.

Join the Ride the Rock 
MTB Race from 10th to 
12th February to experience 
the pristine beauty of the 
Cederberg Conservancy. Visit 
www.cederbergevents.co.za 
for more information.

Calling all paddlers! The 
Unlimited Dusi Canoe 
Marathon will start in 
Pietermaritzburg on 16th 
February and end in Durban 
on 18th February.

The jewel in the crown of 
Cape Town’s January social 

calendar, the J&B Met, 
will take place at Kenilworth 
Racecourse in Cape Town on 
28th January. Visit  
www.jbmet.co.za for more 
information.

January

February

27

28

28

16

10

&aboutout
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British Humour
Funny man Jimmy Carr will be heading 
to the Grand Arena in Cape Town on 
8th December and then to the Sandton 
Convention Centre in Johannesburg 
on 10th December to deliver his own 
personal style of stand-up comedy 
to South African audiences. Famed 
for his deadpan delivery and 
risqué material, his latest show, 
Laughter Therapy, is guaranteed 
to have audiences rolling in the 
aisles. Tickets are available from 
Computicket and the show has 
an age restriction of PG16.

08-10

Party Like it’s the End of 2011 !
Now in its third year, Rock the River SA Festival continues to 
provide an exciting alternative to conventional New Year’s Eve 
parties, and allows participants to enjoy live South African 
music in an intimate, safe and natural environment. This year’s 
Rock the River SA New Year’s Festival will take place from 
31st December 2011 to 2nd January 2012 at the Cape Town 
Ostrich Ranch, just 20 minutes’ drive from the city centre. The 
festival will feature three stages and over 100 acts, including 
Fokofpolisiekar, Hog Hoggidy Hog and Reburn, as well as 
a line-up of top DJs. Festival goers can also look forward to 
secure camping facilities, warm showers, and a food and craft 
market. Tickets are available at the gate, through Computicket or 

from www.rocktheriversa.co.za.
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time to {travel}

Work out a year’s worth of neck tension and back pain at a “Pilates, 
Chill & More” retreat with Cape Active in Betty’s Bay, the beautiful seaside 
holiday town an hour from Cape Town. The retreat focuses on a daily 
fitness regime of Steve Jordan Pilates (a challenging form of dynamic 
Pilates), and is designed to give clients a total body work out, correct 
posture and fix injuries in as little as three sessions. The retreats run for 
either two or seven nights, and include luxury B&B accommodation 
at a four-star boutique guesthouse, as well as daily activities such as 
mountain biking, sea kayaking or sand-boarding. For more information, 
visit www.capeactive.com. For reservations, contact +27 28 272 9723 or  
email info@capeactive.com.

AN END oF YEAR TREAT

22

For Those with a Wanderlust
Travel the fast lane with Wander-Full, Samsonite’s trendy range of duffels and backpacks. Fashionable 

and functional, Samsonite has something “wander-Full” for everyone: A duffel on wheels for that weekend 
away, a backpack that goes from classroom to hiking trail or a laptop bag that goes from the office to the 
airport with flair. The entire Wander-Full range is made from ultra strong “Rip Stop” fabric which resists 
tears and pulls, and is available in a range of fashionable colours from luggage stores countrywide. To find 
a stockist near you, visit www.samsonite.com or contact +27 31 266 0620.

outdoor dining at its best
Make the most of the balmy summer weather by heading to 

Solms-Delta wine farm in Franschhoek for a relaxing 
picnic. A personal guide will carry your basket 
and blanket, and help you to choose a quiet 
spot on the forested banks of the Dwars River or 
overlooking the private lake. You can cool off 

in the river shallows, so pack your costumes 
and towels. Picnic baskets are filled with a 
selection of delicious fare, which includes 

some of the estate’s own wine. Pre-booking 
is essential and can be done by contacting  
+27 21 874 3937. Visit www.solms-delta.co.za for 
more information.

TiP
travel

Avis is the first car rental company in South Africa 

to achieve carbon neutral certification through The 

CarbonNeutral Company. This is thanks to three years of 

internal energy efficiency, carbon reduction and carbon 

offsetting to reduce its carbon footprint to net zero. That 

certainly is good news for eco-savvy travellers!





TOP
This festive season, Southern Comfort will be 
available in a limited edition shrink wrapped 

bottle, which will showcase the unique imagery 
of award winning illustrator Christian Northeast. 

Together with the nifty gift tag provided, this 
eye-catching bottle requires no gift wrapping, 
which makes it the ideal present. The limited 

edition bottle is available nationwide.

Tabou ime

how that{about}

The Food Cops is South Africa’s very own restaurant review social media 
platform. It gives the public an opportunity to share dining out experiences, 
be they good, bad, or mediocre. The site’s reviewers 
aim to root out every known food and beverage 
contravention, while also not being afraid to dish 
out a warm “thumbs up” for a great dining out 
experience. The site will include reviews posted 
by a select panel of anonymous Food Cops, as 
well as posts from members of the public. Visit 
www.facebook.com/thefoodcop and “like” the 
page to join, or follow The Food Cops on 
Twitter at @TheFoodCops.

Art by Email

TiP
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Struggling to find that perfect Christmas gift for that 
loved one who has everything? Amacoola.com – one of 
South Africa’s trendiest online art galleries – has come 
up with an electronic gift card that allows you to send 
a “gift of art” by email, allowing the recipient to choose 
to their heart’s content. In addition to delivering a truly 
South African gift to loved ones who are far away, 
amacoola.com is also a perfect way to invest a portion 
of your end-of-year bonus in a beautiful South African 
original. Simply click, buy, add a message and send.  
Visit www.amacoola.com for more information.

Myatt Café & Chocolatier offers a slice of European café 
culture in the fashion wing of Cape Town’s V&A Waterfront. 
The Café’s fine gourmet food is lovingly created by renowned 
confectionary chef Octavio Gutierrez Gama. For a quick pick-
me-up, treat yourself to Myatt’s specialised tea blends, such 
as Chinese Scented Black and Blooming Snow. Or if you 
have more time to linger, enjoy one of the various breakfast 
ranges, light meals or out-of-this-world sweet treats, including 
caramel macaroons and Belgian chocolates. Myatt Café and 
Chocolatier is open for everyday indulgences, special events, 
private parties or private orders. Contact Myatt Café and 
Chocolatier on +27 21 418 8844.

A Little Slice of Heaven

Keeping Our 
Restaurants on the 

Right Path
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Story by Bob Truda
Pix © iStockphoto.com,  
Gallo Images/Getty Images

FeAture

There are few things in the world that have captured the human imagination 

quite like gemstones. Coveted since ancient times, these jewels have been 

the protagonists of some of the most spectacular love stories, crimes, power 

struggles and legends the world has ever seen. Here are the dramas behind 

some of the world’s most famous gems.

Stoned
remarkable Gemstones and the Stories behind them

The Hope diamond
Weighing in at 45.52 carats, the striking blue Hope Diamond is possibly the most famous stone in the world. This is in no 

small part thanks to its colourful history, which includes an English King, a wealthy American socialite, a stint in the French 
Crown Jewels, and a curse or two. 

Legend has it that the diamond, which originally weighed 112 carats, came from the eye of an Indian idol. This implies that it 
must have once had an equally hefty mate, but if so, it has sadly been lost to history. What has supposedly remained, however, 
is the curse which was cast on the stone when it was plucked from the idol. It was prophesised that death and misfortune would 
come to anyone who owned or even touched the stone.

Bearing in mind that Marie Antoinette was apparently beheaded wearing the stone and that the subsequent owners, King 
George IV of England and the Hope family, had to sell it off after squandering their fortunes, it is understandable why its curse 
has become so notorious.

In 1909 the Hope Diamond ended up in the hands of Parisian jeweller Pierre Cartier, who had a reason to hype up its 
infamy. He had a potential buyer in mind, and he thought the notion of a curse may, ironically, speed up the sale. The lady in 
question was America Evalyn Walsh McLean, who believed she had the knack of turning other people’s bad fortune into her 
own good fortune. Her motivation for believing this, was questionable. After all, she had already lost two young children and 
her husband had been committed to a mental asylum. That said, Cartier’s approach worked a charm, as McLean bought the 
diamond and had it set in the extravagant setting in which it remains today in its home at the Smithsonian National Museum of 
Natural History in Washington. Oh, and yes, she sold it to settle her debts.
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The Koh-i-Noor diamond
According to legend, whoever owns the 109 carat Koh-i-Noor 

diamond “will own the world, but will know all of its misfortunes”. 
Fittingly, the “Mountain of Light” has been owned by emperors 
throughout Indian history, none of whom have met peaceful ends. 
When Delhi was raided by the Persians, the Mogul emperor at the time 
tried to hide the stone in his turban. Unfortunately his plan didn’t work, 
and the Persian Nadir Shah took the turban – along with his neck and 
head. The stone remained with the Persian leaders for 110 years before 
they met their own unfortunate fates in the Sikh wars. It then made its 
way to the UK, to be owned by another leader, Queen Victoria. Luckily 
for her, the stone only seemed to curse its male owners, and since 1911 
the diamond has been a valuable part of the Crown Jewels.

The delhi Purple Sapphire
According to erstwhile owner and scientist, Edward Heron-Allen, 

the Delhi Purple Sapphire is “trebly accursed and is stained with the 
blood and the dishonour of everyone who has ever owned it”. 

Trying to rid himself of the gem, Heron-Allen donated it to the 
London Natural History Museum in 1943, but hid it in seven sealed 
boxes before doing so in order to attempt to trap its powerful energies. 
Heron-Allen recounted the story that the previous owner and his son 
both lost their entire fortunes as well as their health after owning the 
jewel, and that a friend of theirs committed suicide after briefly looking 
after the stone for them. 

When Heron-Allen himself bought the stone (which is actually an 
amethyst), he was immediately struck with bad luck, and thus tried to 
give it away. Both friends to whom he gave the stone returned it after 
experiencing the curse. He then tried to throw the gem into a canal, but 
it was returned to him three months later by a dredger who recovered 

it. Adamant not to keep it, Heron-Allen had the Delhi Purple Sapphire 
locked away in 1904, but even after it was donated to the museum in 
1943, it continued to curse anyone who touched it. A scientist taking 
it on a symposium fell violently ill and was subjected to such horrific 
thunderstorms on his travels that he never reached the symposium.

The black orlov
The 67 carat Black Orlov is also said to have been cursed when it 

was stolen from a Hindu shrine. And true to its legacy, three subsequent 
owners have committed suicide by leaping to their death while under 
the curse. The first of these was Russian Princess Nadia Vyegin-Orlov, 
who jumped off a building in Rome, Italy, after fleeing during the 
Russian Revolution. A second Russian princess, Leonila Galitsine-
Bariatinsky, met the same fate in 1947 after having previously owned 
the stone, as did JW Paris, who leapt to his death after he brought it into 
the United States in 1932. Coincidence? That’s up to you to decide. T

30

The Hope Diamond hardly lives up to its 
name. In fact it is said to be cursed and 
has a long list of sob stories to its name.

Her majesty Queen Elizabeth II has such an impressive jewel collection 
that she has a special room to house it. The room, which is safely situated 
beneath Buckingham Palace, is the size of an ice rink. As part of the collection 
she has several of the large stones cut from the Cullinan diamond. The 
Cullinan I and II (530 and 317 carats respectively) are collectively known as 
the Stars of Africa and are part of the Crown Jewels. The Queen Mother 
reportedly referred to the Cullinan III and IV (94 and 63 carats respectively) 
as “Granny’s Chips”.

The Mother of all Jewel Collections

www.aboutime.co.za
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Canon!
yeS, you 

Story & Pix © Canon South Africa

FINe Art
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Title: Cosmos Roofs
Photographer: Johan Nothling
Camera: Canon 40D
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The Canon Photographic Competition
Canon South Africa will host the first ever Canon Expo at the Sandton Convention 

Centre in Johannesburg from 9th to 11th December this year. As part of the Expo, 

Canon will also host a major photographic competition. The competition has been 

designed to attract some of South Africa’s MoST TALENTED AND CREATivE 

PHoToGRAPHERS to showcase their work.
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During the course of the competition, over 
R150,000 in prizes will be awarded to the top 
entrants in each of the five judging themes. 

These are: Candlelight, Circles, Through a Child’s Eye, It’s 
in the Detail, and Toy Stories. Although Canon is inviting a 
no holds barred approach on how photographers interpret 
the themes, all photographic submissions must be produced 
using only Canon equipment. 

The top ten entries in each category will be exhibited in 
the gallery at the Canon Expo, while other selected entries 
will be exhibited online on Canon SA’s Expo website  
(www.csaexpo.co.za), as well as on the Expo’s Facebook site 
(search Canon SA Expo 2011 on Facebook). 

For more information about the Canon SA Expo or the 
photographic competition, visit www.csaexpo.co.za or email 
help@csaexpo.co.za. T

Title: Loading Coal
Photographer: Marius Bezuidenhout
Camera: Canon EOS 30D



Title: Loading Coal
Photographer: Marius Bezuidenhout
Camera: Canon EOS 30D
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Title: Cosmic Experience
Photographer: Grant Pitcher
Camera: Canon 5D Mark II

Title: Halloween
Photographer: Izelle Wassenaar
Camera: Canon 60D

Title: Reach for the Stars
Photographer: Marius Swanepoel 
Camera used: Canon EOS 550D

Title: Soft light
Photographer: Tracy Burrows
Camera: Canon EOS400D



Title: Cosmic Experience
Photographer: Grant Pitcher
Camera: Canon 5D Mark II

Title: Soft light
Photographer: Tracy Burrows
Camera: Canon EOS400D

Photographer: Melanie Fourie
Camera: Canon 450D
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Dive Right in
South Africa’s Top Scuba Diving Sites
IT’s oFFICIally summeR 
TIme aND as The meRCuRy 
RIses, The Cool WaTeRs 
oF The oCeaN BeCKoN. 
BuT ThIs yeaR, INsTeaD oF 
BoBBINg aRouND oN The 
Waves, Why NoT TaKe The 
PluNge aND heaD DoWN 
uNDeR To exPloRe The 
amazINg TeChNIColoR 
WoRlD ThaT exIsTs JusT 
BeloW The suRFaCe? heRe 
Is ouR PICK oF souTh 
aFRICa’s BesT DIve sPoTs.

whErE
abouts

Story by Rebecca Johnson, Pix © iStockphoto.com

1
2
3

soDWaNa Bay, NoRTheRN KWazulu-NaTal
Thanks to the warm Mozambican current that runs down our East Coast, as well as Sodwana Bay’s northern 

location, dive sites here are positively tropical! Expect balmy 25 degree water in the summer months, colourful 
coral and dazzlingly bright fish. The summer months of December and January also come with the added 
bonus of increased turtle activity in the area, as Leatherback and Loggerhead turtles arrive in droves to lay their 
eggs on beaches throughout the iSimangaliso Wetland Park. Sign up for a turtle tour to watch this amazing 
spectacle on land, and keep an eye out for these beautiful creatures underwater. Sodwana Bay boasts dive sites 
that are suitable for experienced as well as newly qualified divers.

alIWal shoal, umKomaas, KWazulu-NaTal
The boat launch at Aliwal Shoal is notorious for being one of the most hair raising in the country, but the 

bumpy ride is well worth it when you finally sink below the water and discover the underwater wonderland 
below. Coral covered reefs, diverse marine life and the regular appearance of turtles, game fish and sharks has 
lead to the shoal regularly being named as one of the top ten dive sites in the world. What most people come 
for, however, is an up close and personal encounter with some of the ocean’s most feared predators at the very 
aptly named Shark Alley or Raggie Cave. Ragged Tooth sharks frequent this spot from June to November, after 
which the Tiger sharks and Hammerheads move in for the summer. This is shark diving without the cage, and 
promises an unforgettable (and adrenaline pumping) underwater experience.

PoRT elIzaBeTh, easTeRN CaPe
The waters here may be a little on the toe-curlingly chilly side, and a dry suit is definitely recommended, but 

what the region lacks in balmy water temperatures it definitely makes up for with a wide diversity of superb 
dive sites. Head to Bell Buoy Reef for colourful pinnacles and overhangs, and to Rie Banks for an abundance 
of game fish and sharks, as well as beautiful soft corals. There are also a number of wreck dives in the area, the 
most accessible of which is the Haerlem, a South African Navy frigate which was scuttled here in 1987. The ship 
has now formed an artificial reef and you can also often spy pyjama sharks through its portholes. 
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5
4

PRoTea BaNKs, shelly BeaCh, KWazulu-NaTal

This reef system is home to schools of kingfish, tuna, barracuda and yellow tail, and where the big fish 
congregate, the predators are sure to follow. As a result, Protea Banks has earned a reputation as one of the 
world’s top shark diving sites, especially if giant Zambezi sharks are your predator of choice. Unfortunately, due 
to the site’s often testy conditions, it is not recommended for novice divers, but experienced divers will find plenty 
to marvel at. Things really hot up here around June and July, when the annual Sardine Run (known as one of 
the world’s greatest natural spectacles) makes its way up from the Eastern Cape to the warmer waters of Natal. 
When these little silvery fish make their much anticipated arrival, everyone comes to join the party, including 
dolphins, game fish, sea birds and sharks. It is an unbelievable experience best viewed 5 to 7 m under the water. 

False Bay, CaPe ToWN
Once again, the Cape Waters are not for the temperature sensitive, but thanks to the frigid Agulhas 

current, diving here is unlike anywhere else in the country. Wreck fundi’s are spoilt for choice (thanks 
to the notoriously rough seas around the Cape of Good Hope), while those who are looking for a more 
surreal diving experience can sign up to explore the resident kelp forests and their surrounding green 
tinged waters. Just off Simon’s Town, divers have the unique opportunity to meet one of the world’s 
closest living links to the dinosaurs, the Cow shark. Those who like their sharks more menacing can take 
a walk on the wild side by shark cage diving with Great Whites. Many divers may consider this “cheating”, 
but you will be more than happy that you opted for the cage when those pearly whites are heading your 
way! Just be sure to pick an operator who has a strict “no baiting” policy.
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FeAture

Glitter
Story by Nicola Weir
Pix © Jenna Clifford, Uwe Koetter, JOYA, Girl 
About Town PR, Philippa Green

Finding a beautiful object that matches the unique qualities of that special person 

in your life can be difficult, but this year there is no need for it to become a 

lengthy and fruitless search. We approached some of our favourite local jewellery 

designers and asked them to give us their recommendations for gifts made from 

unique, rare and naturally dazzling materials. Because we know that the only 

thing more gratifying than receiving the perfect gift, is giving one.

GIFtS tHAt 

JOYA
Vicky Fenner, head designer at JOYA, recommends their sterling silver neon friendship bracelets, which are made in a variety 

of bright and beautiful colours. Vicky explains that these bracelets make an ideal gift for friends or siblings, “as they symbolise 
friendship”. “They are summery, trendy and can be worn with anything. You can also stack them up, either with more of the neon 
set or with any other JOYA bracelets.” 

The bracelets retail at R320 each, and are available from www.joya.co.za or from Merchant’s on Long in Long Street Cape Town.
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Jenna Clifford
Jenna Clifford recommends 

any piece from her Mr. & Mrs. 
Collection, which includes designer 
rings, earrings, pendants and leather 
bracelets for him or for her. The 
inspiration behind this collection is 
the symbolic meaning of the rose, 
an element which resonates in many 
of Jenna Clifford’s designs. “From an 
esoteric perspective, we can look 
at the rose as a symbol of balance. 
The beauty of the rose expresses 
promise, new beginnings, hope and 
love,” explains Jenna.

Each piece in the collection is 
crafted from solid white gold and 
embellished with diamonds and 
other precious stones. 

For more information 
and to locate your nearest 
Jenna Clifford store, visit  
www.jennaclifford.com.



v 
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African Urchin
The designers at African Urchin recommend their Silver African 

Urchin pendant with Blue Topaz. Sculpted by nature, no two African 
Urchins are the same. The designers at African Urchin seek to transform 
delicate sea urchin shells into wearable pieces of jewellery. They are 
plated in a variety of precious metals to prolong their form. 

“This African Urchin is a piece to treasure and a reminder of the 
summer holidays. Set with a blue topaz, it represents a clear summer’s 
day, a swim, a long balmy night. If you can’t get to an azure ocean, 
this will take you there. With its connection to beach and sea, African 
Urchin coincides with holidays by the seaside, summer nights and 
the glamour of the festive season,” explains Grant Hattingh, Creative 
Director of African Urchin.

The recommended retail price for this piece is R1,820,00. For more 
information and to locate stockists, visit www.africanurchin.com.

Uwe Koetter
Johan Louw, award winning designer 

and co-director of Uwe Koetter Jewellers, 
recommends a black and white diamond pendant 
set in 18 carat white gold which he designed 
himself. Johan explains that a carbonado or 
“black diamond” is a natural polycrystalline 
diamond found only in the Central African 
Republic and Brazil. Its natural colour is black 
or dark grey, and it is more porous than white 
diamonds. “Over the last couple of years 
black diamonds have become increasingly 
fashionable,” says Johan. “The main difference 
between black and white diamonds is that black 
diamonds don’t sparkle, because of their black 
colour. They absorb light rather than refract it, making this a 
singular piece for a unique and special person in your life.”

This piece is priced at R29,540,00. For more 
information on Uwe Koetter products and availability, visit  
www.uwekoetter.co.za.
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Philippa Green
Philippa Green recommends one of 

her once off, hand engraved perspex 
bangles as the ideal gift for someone 
special. Philippa is best known for her 
perspex cuffs to which she attaches 
sterling silver strips, semi-precious 
stones, rubber and beads. She spends 
hours sourcing beautiful found objects 
and then incorporating them into her 
cuffs or rings. “I spend a lot of time 
sewing words and intricate patterns onto 
individual pieces,” she says. “They make 
great gifts as specific words, names or 
excerpts of poetry can be sewn onto a 
bangle if desired.” Each silver strip on her 
bangles is unique in its engravings and 
placed by Philippa herself.

For more information on where to 
find these beautiful pieces, visit www.
philippagreen.com.  T
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EllaArtIStIc

L
ooking at Ella’s paintings, which capture European 
street scenes so vividly, it is hard to believe that she 
is in fact a child of the Free State, born and bred in 
Vrede. She always longed to live at the coast, however, 

and now Ella and her family live in the Cape, where she paints more 
than ever and enjoys the lifestyle that living near the sea offers.

Ella’s paintings have a definite French feel about them. Everyday life 
– like a visit to the local bakery, flower shop or café – is encapsulated 
through her artistic approach, which allows the spirit and beauty of 
Europe to come to life through her work. 

Planning plays an integral part in producing the final product, and 
an idea sometimes takes weeks to finally take shape on canvas. 

There is a calmness about Ella which can be seen in her paintings, 
which often focus on scenes of tranquillity and happiness. The colours 
she uses are bold, and her brush strokes create a tangible atmosphere. 
The bicycles so often seen in her paintings represent each one of us on 
our journey through life.

Ella’s works are on display at various galleries in the Cape 
and Gauteng. For more information and commissions, visit  
www.ellastudio.co.za. T

Story & Pix © Ella’s Studio

FeAture

South African artist Ella manages to perfectly capture the joie de vivre and joy of 

European café culture through her bold and brightly coloured paintings.
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Story by Gary Hirson,
Pix © Gary Hirson & iStockphoto.com

FeAture
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hiking
tHe ZeN oF 

Urban Trails

Despite not being an avid fan of abandoning 

his Tv in favour of a weekend of plodding 

through the wilderness, Gary Hirson recently 

had a go at Cape Town’s Hoerikwaggo Trail – 

and even ended up enjoying it.
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I just don’t get hiking. What is it about carrying a chafing backpack 
loaded with dehydrated food, being harassed by mosquitoes, and 
sweating profusely in the midday heat while plodding from point A 
to point B? After all, we live in an age where we can watch other 
people sweating on TV, and usually just an arm’s length from our  
beer-filled refrigerators.

You can only imagine my disgust, then, when my girlfriend 
casually mentioned that she had just booked us on a hike during a 
weekend of superlative sport. I relaxed somewhat, though, when she 
mentioned that we only had to carry small day packs; the tented camps 
were already set up, and that there would be a 70-year-old woman 
accompanying us. 

Urban trails run through the mountains, forests and fringes of 
cities. The one we were about to trudge along starts in the Southern 
Peninsula, near Cape Point, and makes its way towards the city by the 
way of  the back stage of Table Mountain. In four days we were to 
cover a distance of 69 km. 

So here I was in Simonstown with 11 other people who were 
considerably happier – and fitter – than I was. At least the 70-year-old 
woman was also there. This gave me a small fraction of hope, as all I 
would have to do was stay ahead of her in order to save face.

The first day, we were told, was going to be roughly 14 km of 
relatively flat sand and should take 4 to 5 hours. With one guide leading 
and the other bringing up the rear, the 14 of us headed towards home 
– which we would only reach in four days’ time. Making sure that 
the septuagenarian stayed behind me, I started out mid-pack. The first 
kilometre was great, I could even lift my head as I walked. But soon 
my feet were aching, and my knees creaking. All I could hear over 
my gasping breathe was “blah, blah, blah” as my fitter companions 
effortlessly discussed a series of random topics. Even the 70-year-old 

was laughing and joking with one of the guides, much to my irritation.
Mid-afternoon, they stood; I sat, at the top of a ridge overlooking 

one of the southern-most lighthouses in Africa. It was an evocative 
sight, made even more beautiful by my light headedness and the stars 
flashing before my eyes. Below us, nestled at the foot of the ridge – 
and even more breathtaking than the lighthouse – lay our oasis: our 
tented camp.

Showered and barely alive, we sat on the rocks just next to the 
camp. Everyone else marvelled at the sunset. I marvelled to be over 
my ordeal.

Day two started bright and early at 07h30. Self-catered breakfast 
down, day bags packed, we were off on the first part of the day’s 
21 km trek: an 8 km walk along the beach. If tired feet and tetchy 
knees weren’t enough, I now also had to contend with burning thighs 
and exhausted calves, which only added to my already upbeat mood. 

The first kilometre of the hike was great – I could even 
lift my head and breathe properly as I walked.

Straight up Chapman’s Peak is enough to make this grown 
man cry. Feigning altitude sickness was a considered option.
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1time FLIeS to cApe toWN check the 
flight schedule for dates and times

The previous day’s banter had quietened down as the group marched 
single file along the water’s edge towards the car park where, I prayed, 
someone was going to pick us up and drive us the rest of the 13 km. 
As we rested halfway, the guides enlightened us with the history, flora 
and fauna of the area. 

And then the pain and dread really began. The next leg of the hike 
was straight up a steep ridge leading to Chapman’s Peak road. The 
steep incline conquered, my co-hikers marvelled at the massive beach 
and blue water beneath us with little concern for me, who was on all 
fours, whimpering. My life flashed before me as our direct route up 
Chapman’s Peak and Noordhoek Peak was pointed out. 

Both peaks summited, and uninterrupted views of False Bay and 
the Atlantic later, the group revelled as I prepared to feign altitude 

sickness, when I noticed my elderly adversary quietly leaning against 
a rock, sipping water and loving every detail of what she was seeing.

Later that afternoon, I stumbled into the eco-friendly tented camp, 
and bolted for my comfortable cot, which was stretched out in a 
spacious two-man tent. On my back was the only place I could be until 
my gasping subsided. 

That evening we sat silently around the fire and listened to the 
meat sizzle underneath a clear, dark, sky. We then wolfed it down 
ravenously – an eight hour hike can do that to you! 

With the most strenuous day behind us, we were off once again 
on our way towards the city. We descended sheer slopes and rock 
strewn pathways carefully negotiated and lead by our guides. And then 
it happened! In my usual position – second to last – meandering along 
a flat stretch of grassland and still a day from home, I managed to lift 
my head and witness, in the distance, the backside of Table Mountain 
stretching out flatly before me. My breath returned, along with my 
strength and energy. Remarkably, I even felt good!

The last day’s 15 km hike was a breeze. The sun was bright, the air 
cool and I was raring to get started. I could breathe, smell, and even 
lift my head and feet with vigour. I had made it… and I even beat an 
elderly strider to boot!

The Hoerikwaggo Trail can be organised through  
www.hoerikwaggotrail.org. T

An ancient wreck formed the backdrop as the informative 
guides filled us in about the surrounding flora and fauna. 

The site of the majestic Hout Bay Sentinels was enough 
to take anyone’s breath away. Unfortunately mine was in 
short supply so I had none to spare.
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The amount of waste we generate during the festive season is astonishing. Heaps of 

discarded wrapping paper, empty boxes that once held gifts, a mountain of empty 

wine bottles, and piles of uneaten food because you over-catered again. But it is not 

just us who have a hangover. The poor planet is also groaning at our over-indulgence 

after its Christmas trees are felled and our fairy lights burn up electricity. Nobody 

wants to be Scrooge at Christmas, but there are definitely ways of having fun without 

creating quite so much waste. 

Story by Lesley Stones
Pix © iStockphoto.com

FeAture

Green Christmas
Top Tips for an Eco-Friendly Festive Season

I’m dreaming of a 
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These days Christmas has also become so commercialised 
that the festive spirit often vanishes altogether. You are 
frazzled because you cannot find the perfect present, and the 
costs mount because there are so many gifts to buy. This year, 
don’t let Christmas becomes a commercial trauma instead of 
the happy, caring family occasion it ought to be. Instead, 
make a pledge to focus on what matters – your family, friends 
and the world around you – and, with a little planning, you 
can enjoy the warmth of giving and receiving without it being 
a commercial free-for-all. This approach is ultimately good for 
the planet too!

Feel-Good Gifts
Everybody loves getting presents, but this year agree to 

set a limit on the value of the gifts you exchange. Then set 
a challenge to see who can be the most creative, not the  
most extravagant. 

Instead of a physical gift, why not make a present of 
adopting an animal at your local zoo? Johannesburg Zoo 
has various adoption packages that include entrance tickets, 
an adoption certificate and species information. Details are 
available on www.jnbzoo.org.za.

Order presents from ethical Fair Trade catalogues where 
you know the gifts are not made in sweat shops and the raw 
materials come from suppliers who pay their workers fairly. 
Charities like the World Wildlife Fund have gift catalogues 
where you can use your money to benefit nature or the needy. 

Craft markets are a fun place to find unusual gifts made by 
independent artisans. This way your gifts will be different and 
you will also be supporting the local community. Try making 
homemade presents out of dried fruit snacks or sweets, or 
by mixing various goodies in a bowl and then decanting 
them into interesting old jars or containers. You can scour 
the charity shops for odd-looking containers. This is not only 
cheaper than buying from normal shops, but also supports the 
needy. There is also just about time to grow your own flowers 
or plants to give as gifts by placing them in unusual bowls or 
pots sourced from junk shops.

Revising Old Traditions
Visit your local nursery and buy a real Christmas tree 

that you can plant in the garden afterwards. It’s far more 
authentic than some gaudy plastic and tinsel creation, and 
it also smells nice. 

Although plastic bin bag manufacturer Tuffy Brands does 
a roaring trade at Christmas, Marketing Director Rory Murray 
would prefer to be less busy if it meant people were being 
more eco-friendly. Murray says half the paper consumed each 
year is used to wrap consumer products, according to the 
Recyclers Handbook. Although it sounds stingy, you can save 
used wrapping paper and reuse it again next year.

If you still receive real Christmas cards in this era of email, 

cut out the jovial Santa’s or cute robins from the 
prettiest cards and make them into tree hangings 
for next year. Since shop-bought Christmas 
cards are expensive and waste a lot of natural 
resources, set an afternoon aside for a fun 
session of making your own. They will not 
be as professional, but they will certainly be 
a lot more personal.

You can also get the whole family 
involved in making decorations for hanging 
on the tree and around the house, rather 
than buying mass produced offerings. 
To decorate your living tree, try baking 
biscuits to hang from the branches. Bake 
lots, because they look pretty, and when 
you are peckish, you can surreptitiously 
remove some as a little snack!  

Take a family romp in a park to 
track down natural decorations 
like pinecones and ivy to add 
to your tree. Unwanted CDs are 
also great for tree decorations or 
as an unusual wind chime, and 
you can add beads and ribbon to 
turn them into ornaments. 

Instead of wasting electricity 
with strings of fairy lights, look for 
energy-saving lights made with 
LEDs which are far more efficient 
than traditional lights.

For your Christmas meal, 
the most obvious eco-friendly 
solution is to buy meat that has 
been organically reared. Afterwards, 
instead of scraping leftovers into the 
bin, plate them up on paper plates or 
wrap them in tinfoil and hand them out 
to vendors at the traffic lights to share 
the Christmas spirit. It is probably a long 
time since they had a lovingly cooked  
homemade meal. 

Finally, use separate bin bags for 
waste glass, plastic, paper and tin, 
so you can take them to the 
recycling tip afterwards and 
do your bit to share a 
little festive spirit with  
the planet. T  
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Story & Pix © Jabulile Bongiwe Ngwenya

FeAture
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Dimpho Phurop makes french fries to fill her 
delicious, yet calorie-laden kota in Kliptown 
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Soweto
Street Food SAFArI

A

The True Taste of South Africa

The best way to experience a culture is to eat your way through it. With this in mind, Jabulile 

Ngwenya recently introduced some foreign friends to the joys of South African street food 

– with mixed results!

65

I 
stood in front of the long, heavily laden table, smiling nervously 
at the vendors jockeying for my attention. After a leisurely stroll 
through the marketplace, bargaining for sandals, lamps and 

handmade soaps, I decided the food stall had to be part of my Thai 
experience. The market was vibrant, loud and felt familiar. However, 
instead of roasted green mealies, boerewors rolls, roast chicken meat and 
braaied sheep’s head, I encountered pork satay on skewers, deep fried 

chicken and fishcakes, Chinese doughnuts and mussels fried in egg batter. 
“Buy here, buy here!” a voice called out, thrusting skewered meat in 

my face. A small woman with unruly black hair came from behind the 
counter to lead me to her stall, where she handed me a skewer covered 
with a dark brown mass. While she was nodding her head encouragingly, 
I took a tentative bite. Crunchy, salty, a little sweet, but definitely delicious. 

On my return to South Africa, where street food – its nuances, textures 

A regular at Refiloe’s serving tables are spiced walkie-
talkies served with fresh salad and piping hot pap
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and delicious succour – is so familiar to me, I posed a challenge to my 
best friend that the next time we hosted foreign guests, instead of a 
restaurant, we would take them on a township culinary tour. After all, 
what better way is there to immerse yourself fully in the culture of a 
nation than through its cuisine? 

While many tourists like to play it safe, street food is tasty and authentic, 
and buying from local vendors ploughs money back into the economy. It 
is estimated that as much as 40% of all food in the developing world is sold 
by these vendors. Street food is a variation of fast food, although it offers 
variety and a diversity of ingredients and preparation methods.

South Africa is noted for its cultural diversity, which is also reflected 
in its street food. On the roadside you can buy practically anything, 
wherever you see a makeshift stall and a colourful sign. 

Probably the most famous street food is the bunny chow. The original 
is a half or full loaf of hollowed out bread stuffed with curry. This was 
developed by working class Indians in Durban. It is an “everyman” dish 
that is delicious and messy. The most common township variation is the 
kota, which is filled with hot chips, fried polony, cheese and a Russian 
sausage – fabulous, unless you have a cholesterol problem.

Another heart stopping staple is vetkoek, a savoury doughnut-type 
roll that can be eaten as is, or stuffed with meat, cheese or relish. Then 
there is the more interesting stuff: amanqina, which is boiled and spiced 
cow, pig or sheep hooves; mala, which is chicken intestines that are first 
boiled, then fried; maotwana or walkie-talkies, which are cleaned and 
salted chicken feet that are boiled and then fried; umngqusho (samp and 
beans); mogodu, which is boiled tripe normally served with samp and 
beans; and skop, a delicious township staple of braised cow, sheep or 
goat head, eaten on the bone.

We were soon put to the challenge when South African born Amanda, 
who is married to an American, and her two teenage daughters, Sidney 
and Taylor, came to our shores. They had heard of Soweto and were up 
for a tour of its finest culinary offerings.

Our first stop was with Sfiso Zondo, who boils cow heads under a 

pedestrian bridge at the Baragwanath taxi rank. The meat was brought 
from two cauldrons to a stainless steel table dotted with heaps of salt 
and peri-peri sauce. Amanda was game, but the girls professed an instant 
conversion to vegetarianism, despite previously pronouncing themselves 
avid meat eaters.

Kliptown was our next stop to taste the vetkoek made by Elton and 
Justine Mhlapo, who get up at three every morning to make the dough. 
“This is delicious,” Taylor professed. “Crisp on the outside and soft inside. 
I want another one.”

Then it was on to Dimpho Phurop for a kota. Again the verdict 
was an adjective laden affirmation, with Sidney stating that they were 
the best French fries she’d ever had. In my notebook I recorded a 
renunciation of vegetarianism as the polony and Russian sausage were 
devoured with relish.

But the vegetarianism came back soon after when they were offered 
walkie-talkies by Refiloe Pule. “I don’t think I can,” Sidney cried, her face 
contorted in curious fascination. They were meat eaters again, though, 
with the boerewors on Vilakazi Street, but went right back to being 
vegetarians when presented with mogodu in Orlando.

It would be easy to laugh at Western sensitivities to delicacies of other 
cultures, and I did guffaw loudly at times. But as we were driving back, 
they all said it was the best day they had ever had in South Africa. “I 
loved the instant conversion to vegetarianism,” laughed Amanda as we 
drove out of the township. Indeed, a few days later, she sent a message 
saying: “The pictures are already up on the girls’ Facebook pages. What 
a fantastic experience.”

So the next time you have overseas visitors to stay, don’t take them 
to a five-star restaurant in the suburbs, but rather treat them to a truly 
authentic local experience. T  

Need to get away from the joburgers, 
come to joburg this festive seasoN

1time FLIeS to JoHANNeSburG check 
the flight schedule for dates and times

Amanda, her brother Justin, and Sidney and Taylor give 
boiled cow head a try under the bridge at Bara Taxi Rank 

A favourite in the townships is kota 
prepared with fillings of your choice
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FeAture

Top Tips for Travelling with Your Children
Family Travels

trouble Free 

Whether journeying with toddlers or teenagers, good planning and an attitude of “don’t 

sweat the small stuff” are key to a memorable holiday with your children. 
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Children of all ages have shorter attention spans and more energy 
than adults, so being cooped up on an aeroplane or squashed between 
luggage in the backseat of a car is, understandably, not their idea of fun.

Parenting experts suggest preparing in advance by focusing on the 
following areas: safety, snacks and super things to do. 

Safety
When travelling by car, first ensure that your child is strapped into an 

SABS approved car seat, booster seat or seatbelt appropriate for his or 
her age. Check the child-lock feature on your car, ensure that you have a 
suitable sun guard in place to keep the heat off young faces, and have a 
basic first aid kit on hand.

Snacks
While sweet treats on trips may seem the perfect bribery tool for tired 

or tetchy children, bear in mind that motion sickness, improper nutrition 
or lack of sleep could result in those sugary snacks backfiring while you 
are on the road.

When packing road snacks, the rule of thumb is: plenty of water, 
loads of fibre and “less mess equals less fuss”! Stock up on bottled water 
for everyone, as well as these road trip staples: healthy sandwiches with 
light protein fillings such as egg or peanut butter, vegetable sticks, fresh 
fruit, biltong, whole-wheat muffins, mini rice cakes and preservative free 
dried fruit. Pre-schoolers and older children will enjoy popcorn, too.

Pack snacks in separate compartments in cooler bags, and take out a 
selection of goodies as the trip progresses. Place them in an empty bowl 
to prevent spilling. Teenagers will also enjoy spending their own money 
at pit stops, so loading up on healthy food while travelling means that 
they can splurge on a burger and chips halfway through the journey.

Super Things to Do
Toddlers are quite easy to entertain if they are well rested and well 

fed. Stop frequently along the way during your journey, if possible, as this 
provides welcome distraction and relieves boredom.

Stock a cardboard box with safe, soft toys such as finger puppets, 
books and paper with crayons and magnetic drawing pads. Avoid 
potentially dangerous objects such as marbles or pencils. Music CDs are 
also a great aid during trips.

Car seat travel trays are fabulous for long distance travel! Your little 
one will have a smooth, solid and flat surface on which to do all sorts 
of things while she is trapped in her seat. It makes mealtimes that much 
easier, too.

For older kids and teenagers, creating a seasonal journal is a wonderful 
activity for making memories. Gather some sturdy A4 or A5 sized pieces 
of cardboard and bind them together by punching holes at intervals and 
then using string or raffia to gather the “book” together. 

Label the journal “Our Holiday” and then collect interesting 
mementoes along the way, such as seeds from a giant tree under which 
the family had a picnic, or an empty chip packet (a memory of that 
quaint village stopover). Teenagers and older kids can write down their 
impressions of the road, nature and the places visited, while toddlers can 
draw what they see. 

A teenager can quite easily make or break a family holiday. It is just 
not easy going through puberty, especially when you are stuck with 
the “rents” (parents, for those of us who don’t yet know the lingo) and 
possibly younger siblings.

Teenage Temperaments
Modern teens are spoiled for choice. Laptops, hand-held games, iPods 

and mobile phones provide great distractions. Try, however, to engage 
your teen by asking them to take charge of snapping the holiday photos. 
They can snap at will and then you can load the photos onto a laptop and 
even play around with editing them.

Holiday reading is also a winner. Give your teenager sufficient money 
to buy his or her own magazines and cheap holiday romances or horrors 
before the trip. You could also buy a guide to your destination and have 
your teenager help choose activities, tourist attractions and other places to 
visit once you are there. They will enjoy feeling empowered, especially if 
they are folded into a backseat for hours at a stretch. Allow your teenager 
a bit of freedom during the holiday. Obviously, you want him or her to be 
safe, but let them spend their pocket money as they choose. 

With a little forward planning, your family trip can be what it is meant 
to be: a heavenly holiday with those you love. T
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Stuck in traffic? Play the entertainer with these easy, budget 
friendly games. 
•	 Poke fingers and hands into socks and – voila! – a set of  

finger puppets.
•	 Pretend to paint each other’s finger and toenails.
•	 Tell a story by taking turns, saying only one sentence at a time.
•	 Draw letters and numbers on each other’s backs with your 

fingers, and try to guess what was drawn.
•	 Engage in “no laughing” and “no talking” competitions.
•	 Play “I Spy”. For younger children, use colours, shapes or 

objects instead of letters if they do not know their alphabet yet.

Easy Boredom Busters
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Zanzibar. The name alone is pure genius, rolling off the tongue like a sultan’s declaration 

of war; instantly conjuring up images of hovering burnt orange suns, perspiring cocktails, 

endless tropical days, long sweaty nights, and exotic locals. The spice island is a diver and 

snorkeller’s’ haven, surrounded on all sides by idyllic white beaches. it is also now just a 

quick hop, skip and a few grand away from the busiest airport in Africa.

Story by Andrew Thompson
Pix © Andrew Thompson & David Brodie

trAVeL

Two Wheel 
trekkING IN tHe tropIcS

Cycling Zanzibar
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I had decided to play it safe, and a few hours before departure 
I booked my first night’s accommodation in the archipelago’s 
biggest city, Stone Town. Sure, it was the soft option, but 
unlike the few hundred resort-bound honeymooners that 

would be canoodling on the plane next to me, after that night’s $20 
reservation, I was a free agent and Zanzibar would be my oyster.

An old school mate would be arriving by ferry early the next 
morning, and after our rendezvous, the plan was fairly simple: 
Walk the winding alleyways, scour the local markets and find the 
cheapest bicycles we could get our hands on. Barter to the point 
of exhaustion. Sling them on the back of a north-bound taxi, and 
then spend the next nine days cycling the main roads, back roads 
and beaches from Nungwi, at the very northern tip of the island, as 
far south as we could make it.

By the time we had bundled our two solid steel, single gear 
bicycles off the back of the taxi and onto the sand outside our 
budget beach bungalow in the overly Lonely Planet-ised and 
backpacker-heavy resort town of Nungwi, the sun was already 
plotting its spectacular finale, and so we cared not that our pokey 
room smelt of damp and lacked a bathroom door. Instead, we 

dropped our bags on the creaky pine beds and floated towards 
the travel agent brochure outside which slowly came to life before 
us: An azure blue ocean sparkling invitingly in the thick afternoon 
humidity, speckled with a few dozen iconic East African fishing 
dhows, quietly going about their late afternoon business.

This, I thought, is what everyone’s been talking about.
As it turned out, though, one night in the north would be 

enough. This despite the fact that the water here might be one of 
the few places on the island still swimmable at low tide, that the 
fresh marlin braaied next to us on the beach the night before was 
superb, and that the party we had found and exhausted at 04h00 
somewhere on the edge of the village was probably worthy of the 
next morning’s hangover!

We set off late the next morning and discovered that sticky, 
midday, hung-over cycling is not to be taken lightly, and so, 
embarrassingly, we gave in to cocktails, lunch, dinner and 
ultimately two cheap comfortable beds at Kendwa, just a few 
kilometres away. Such is life on a tropical island. But we rose early 
the next morning, loaded up the bikes, and pointed their plastic 
baskets in a southerly direction, before cutting inland toward 
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Mtemwe, on the east coast. We were determined to put some distance 
between us and north.

“Jambo!”, “Mambo!”, and the fantastic response to both of “Poa!” 
rang out from knee-high school kids giddy at the sight of two mzungus 
on local bicycles. Like miniature cheerleaders they egged us on, and 
the promise of a night in the luxurious Azanzi Beach Hotel pushed us 
through the rising mid-morning heat and over the occasional inland 
hill. Before we knew it, we had sliced a fifth off the top of the island, 
and were standing sweaty and dusty in the tranquil reception area of 
the air-conditioned, four-star haven.

Tempting as it was to live the resort life for the next eight days, 
it took just a single evening of whispering honeymooners and South 
African accents at the albeit impressive dinner buffet, and a quick 
glimpse of the vast eastern coastline a few sandy steps from the resort 
swimming pool, to put pay to this temptation. We knew instantly that 
the only way to continue south was in the shallows of the Indian ocean 
listlessly lapping up against the chalk-white sand. 

It was easier fantasised about than done, and the next day was to 
be the longest and hottest, as we did battle against the ebb and flow of 
unpredictable sand and rocky coastal outcrops.

Occasionally, we would coast past fishermen waist-deep in the surf 
casting their nets, abandoned dhows, rustic straw beach umbrellas, deck 
chairs, hand-in-hand couples, and a half dozen beach boys harassing 

them. But mostly we were alone, wedged between palm trees and 
the turquoise ocean, weaving in and out of the waterline, with our 
destination – the small finger of Pingwe – taunting us in the distance.

Sun burnt hands, tired legs and the eventual disappearance 
of rideable beach sand forced us back to the main road. When we 
eventually pedalled up to the private villa awaiting us at Upendo, we 
had ridden just 40 km since leaving Mtemwe that morning, but felt 
strangely satisfied with our achievement. 

Chefs at the on-site lounge and restaurant cooked up fresh calamari 
and prawns with true Zanzibari flavour, and after an hour floating in 
the cool evening breeze on the swinging beds on the villa patio, it was 
time to lather the hands in lotion and call it a night.

Our next few days would be spent in the island’s second biggest 
backpacking town of Paje, at the unpretentious but charming Teddy’s 
Place. Here we drank Tusker, Safari, Serengeti and Konyagi with mango 
juice with the local barmen, fishermen, and some tourist-friendly Masai. 
We lazed the afternoons away on the idyllic beach, and bobbed in a 
hand-crafted wooden dhow with a patchwork sail to snorkel the crystal 
clear waters, populated by a lifetime of brightly coloured fish and sea 
creatures. We slept in rustic beach bandas made from woven palm 
leaves with beach sand floors, for only a handful of US dollars a night, 
and for a moment time stood still – as it tends to do in Zanzibar.

With a day to go we reached the southern tip of the island, and 
rode through to Kizimkazi, the dolphin capital of Zanzibar. In all, we 
had only clocked around 100 km, but given a few more days and some 
more land, we would have gladly done a hundred more. 

The next morning we rose early to put our hosts’ promise of dolphin 
sightings to the test. We stood on the edge of the resort’s finger-like pier as 





it jutted far into the coral-infused ocean and sleepily watched the water, until, right 
on time, they appeared. Two dozen dolphins frolicked and leapt just beyond the 
shallows and into the salmon pink morning sunlight, taunting us, until we quietly 
put down our cameras, stripped down to our shorts and gently waded out to join 
them, in what is surely one the world’s most accessible paradises. T

1time FLIeS to ZANZIbAr. check the 
flight schedule for dates and times

Azanzi beach Hotel: 0861 010 200, www.azanzibeachhotel.com
upendo villa: +255 777 244492, www.upendozanzibar.com
dolphin bay resort: +255 777 868 385,www.zanzibardolphinviewresort.com
Teddy’s Place: +255 776 110 850, www.teddys-place.com

Places to Stay
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Story by Ron Toft
Pix © BirdLife South Africa 

FeAture

A Great white egret hitches a ride on a passing hippo
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The increasing Trend of ‘Twitcher’ Tourism

FlyingHIGH
Bird watching tourism is set to take off in a big way in South Africa.

81

BirdLife South Africa, the country’s leading ornithological conservation body, has 
signed a memorandum of understanding with the National Department of Tourism, as a 
result of which “avitourism” will be promoted as a key niche sector of the all important 
tourism market from 2012 to 2015. 

“We are currently drafting a strategic development document which will focus on 
putting in place the framework for a partnership between Government, ourselves, tour 
operators and all the other birding interests in South Africa,” explains Martin Taylor, 
Manager of BirdLife South Africa’s Avitourism Division.

Birds Equal Big Bucks
Domestic and international birders cumulatively spend an estimated R927 million 

to R1,725 billion annually in South Africa, according to a yearlong independent study 
undertaken by development economists Kaiser and Associates on behalf of the Department 
of Trade and Industry (dti). But the potential contribution to the nation’s GDP is R1,025 to 
R1,975 billion. 

It is thought there are 21,000 to 40,000 birders in South Africa at any given time 
of which 13,000 to 24,000 are active, home grown ones and 8,000 to 16,000 are  
from abroad.

Given that globetrotting birders make an estimated three million international trips 
annually, clearly South Africa is only scratching the surface of the global market at present. 
“Foreign birders visiting South Africa is perhaps one of the most important areas with 
potential for growth,” states the research and analysis report titled Avitourism in South 
Africa. It adds that the country “is a premier destination because of its large diversity of 
birds, large number of endemic [found nowhere else] species and full complement of 
major bird habitats in Africa”.

Birders – domestic and foreign alike – splash their cash on a wide range of things, 
from accommodation, transport and food and drink to binoculars, telescopes, magazines, 
books and guide fees. The greater the passion, the greater the expenditure, says the 
report, “suggesting that efforts to increase interest in birding, and the avidity of birders, 
may yield even greater revenues across a broad range of sectors”.

Active South African avitourists spend around 36 days a year birding. International 
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avitourists “tend to be more fanatical” in that they devote a greater 
proportion of their leisure time to birding and spend more money 
on tours and equipment.

Self-catering accommodation is preferred by most domestic 
avitourists. International birders also use this type of accommodation, 
but are more likely than domestic birders to stay in hotels, guest 
houses and game lodges.

Domestic avitourists are more affluent than typical South African 
tourists, since 35% of them enjoy household incomes of more 
than R40,000 per month. A further 21% have incomes of between 
R25,000 and R39,999 per month. 

Best Birding hotspots
The most popular birding destinations for domestic avitourists 

– excluding those who responded via email groups, which were 
“heavily biased towards the Western Cape and Gauteng” – are 
KwaZulu-Natal (21%), the Western Cape (19%), Mpumalanga 
(18%), Limpopo (14%) and Gauteng (10%).  “International birders 
followed a similar pattern, except that Mpumalanga was higher 
than the rest (26%), probably due mainly to visiting the Kruger 
National Park,” states the report.

Most avitourists prefer travelling in small groups of one to four 
people, “which lends itself particularly well to the use of small tour 
operators and community guides, rather than larger tour operators”. 

Community guides have been shown to be “effective 
environmental stewards”, yet only 34% of the surveyed birders 
said they employed such guides. Expanding the use of community 
guides “carries the potential for significant economic benefit 
to previously disadvantaged people and communities”, higher 
incomes, enterprise development, capacity building “and a sense 
of empowerment and self-worth”.

Birding routes, of which BirdLife South Africa has created a network 

across the country, have “a positive impact on local communities by 
creating socio-economic wealth and environmental conservation”.

Sugarbirds, wood hoopoes, mouse birds, hamerkop, ostrich, 
wattle eyes, bush shrikes and whydahs are among the 841 bird species 
found in South Africa, according to the latest BirdLife South Africa 
checklist released in March 2011. Of these, 19 are endemic to the 
country. South Africa is also home to 46 near-endemic species (those 
with a minimum of 70% of their total population in the country). 
According to BirdLife South Africa, the country boasts the highest 
number of endemics and near-endemics on the African continent. 
Endemics, wherever they occur, are eagerly sought after by birders.

“BirdLife has been beating the drum for birding tourism for 
seven or eight years, but it is just one player in the industry,” says 
Taylor. “It’s going to take all the different stakeholders involved to 
pull together with the Department of Tourism to really get things 
going. We are extremely excited with developments and hope 
Government will now pick up the baton and run with it.”

When it comes to birding tourism, only the sky is the limit as far 
as South Africa is concerned.  T

www.birdingroutes.co.za

www.birdlife.org.za

Useful Websites

The Woodland kingfisher often rewards patient 
birdwatchers with a flash of its beautiful blue wings

Most avid “twitchers” would love to tick the Giant 
kingfisher off their “to see” list
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Story & Pix © Pleasure Bay

FeAture

DreamA dIVer’S 

Pleasure Bay is a seaside holiday resort situated to the north of Maputo near the town 

of inhambane. it boasts a natural bay and proximity to some of Mozambique’s most 

spectacular dive sites, which offer visitors a unique underwater experience.

Pleasure Bay
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The natural bay alongside the resort is perfect for enjoying long 
walks on the pristine beach, or for just lazing in the glorious sunshine. 
But for those who have come to discover the exhilaration and wonder 
which can be experienced below the ocean’s surface, Pleasure Bay is 
the ideal destination.

Blowing Bubbles
A newly established dive operation was recently opened at 

Pleasure Bay. It is operated by Gerald and Charmaine Green and their 
family, who successfully ran the Ecstasea Dive School. With a depth 
of four metres, Pleasure Bay boasts the deepest swimming pool in 
Mozambique, which is perfect for scuba diving training. Scuba try-outs, 
scuba resort courses, scuba diver certification courses and speciality 
scuba courses are all on offer at the dive centre. 

Snorkeling is available for both kids and adults, as is a formal 
training and certification course. On a clear day, visibility extends to as 
much as 40 metres, and there are thousands of tropical species to be 
viewed by the entire family.

For qualified divers and novice snorkelers alike, the water around 
Pleasure Bay is a wonderland filled with hundreds of fish and plant 
species to enjoy. The warm water in the Indian Ocean is perfect for 
spending hours in the water and varies from 23°C to 29°C. 

Dive Site Destinations
World famous reefs such as Manta, Kingfish, Lighthouse, and 

Jangamo are all close by and easily accessible. Visitors will delight in 
the opportunity to enjoy dives with graceful manta rays, schools of 
playful dolphins and have close encounters with whale sharks.

The Coral Garden lies inside the Lighthouse Reef at a depth of two 
to three metres and is often described as one of the finest snorkelling 

spots on the east African Coast. A variety of soft and hard coral boast 
an array of colours that have to be seen to be believed. Hundreds of 
species of tropical fish enhance this coral reef, making it a unique 
experience that will be enjoyed by all water sport enthusiasts.

Jangamo Reef is well known for its incredible whale shark diving 
opportunities, and is noted as one of the top places in the world to 
encounter these majestic animals. Divers are able to swim alongside 
these gentle giants after receiving a briefing on the rules of diving safely 
among them. Whale sharks are no threat to divers, but they are still 
extremely powerful animals, and should be respected accordingly.

Whale sharks and Humpback whales are seen all year round, 
although the waters are more heavily populated during the Mozambique 
winter months from June to October. 

Bottlenose dolphins are a frequent sight along this stretch of 
coastline, and can be seen almost daily, playing and surfing the 
bow waves of Pleasure Bay’s diving boat. This often allows guests 
the opportunity to swim among them, which creates excellent  
photographic opportunities.

Manta Reef is world famous for the two Manta cleaning stations, 
first discovered by Carlos do Rocha in the 1960’s. Since then this site 
has attracted marine biologists, cameramen and divers from around 
the world. Visibility is generally good at depths from 10 to 30 metres. 

Various self-catering or full board accommodation options are 
available, all with spectacular sea views overlooking the bay, “Baia Das 
Corrientes”. Air Mozambique offers daily flights to Inhambane and all 
diving equipment can be rented at the resort.

For more information on Pleasure bay’s 2012 season packages 
call Corné on +27 82 331 4346, visit www.pleasurebay.net or 
email marcus@pleasurebay.net or marketing@pleasurebay.net. T
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Make-it-Yourself Christmas ideas for Kids of All Ages

Crafty!Get
The silly season is upon us, so why not make the best of it by getting creative and crafty with 

the kids? it is an ideal way to save money, while fuelling the festive spirit at the same time!

Story by Beth Cooper Howell
Pix © iStockphoto.com

FeAture

Children love magic and imagination, so building a Christmas 
tradition of family togetherness is far more fruitful than allowing 
them to spend hours in front of the computer or television during the  
summer holidays.

making your own cards, gifts and decorations is a fun way to while away 
long, hot days. and there are no excuses, not even if you are not an “arty 
type”. Paper, pencils, paint, glue and other cheap bits and pieces are easy to 
transform into pretty objects.
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Counting Down the Days

start by making an advent calendar which is also a fun way to count down 

the 25 days in December until Christmas Day. shops sell glittery calendars at a 

hefty price, but your kids will enjoy a homemade Father Christmas version just 

as much. 

Draw or download a picture of Father Christmas, but make sure that he has 

a very generous and fluffy beard. Draw the numbers 1 to 25 randomly on his 

beard. they should be evenly spaced and about the size of a r5 coin. “tick off” 

each day by rolling a small piece of cotton wool into a ball and sticking it onto 

the relevant number. Once you reach the last day, Father Christmas will have a 

handsome 3D fluffy beard.

Gifts are nice, but they come at a price. Your children can learn to appreciate 

the art of giving and receiving by putting effort into making their own presents 

for family and friends.
For the Bookworms

making festive bookmarks is an easy project for all age groups. You will 

need stiff cardboard, colouring pens or paint, a laminating sheet or machine or 

some “sticky back” plastic, a hole puncher and some ribbon or wool. Draw or 

paint a colourful picture on one side of the card and then write a message on 

the back (older kids can create and write their own messages). laminate the 

bookmark and then punch a hole at the bottom. thread your ribbon or wool 

through the hole, double it up and then tie it securely just underneath the edge of 

the bookmark. make several for the bookworms in the family and go wild with 

decorative ideas. You could even glue photographs of your children and pets  

onto them. 
Festive Frames

Family and friends really love photographs of the special people in their 

lives, so make a photo frame for keeps. the frame can be made of absolutely 

anything: stiff cardboard, ice-cream sticks, beads, sequins or glittery stars. Paste 

the photograph onto stiff cardboard and cut around the edge, leaving a generous 

space for your frame. Your frame can also contain a montage of events and 

people throughout the year if you cut out heads and colourful images and stick 

them together to make a memorable design. 

Practical Presents

Door stoppers are a fabulously practical gift and easy enough for a toddler 

to help with. Gather up some plastic, clear tubs, bottles or jars (small soft drink 

bottles are great for light doors, while the sturdier tubs work wonders for a heavy 





front door in the wind). Fill your container with either sand or pebbles, or 
a mixture of both. Once filled and the lid secured, decorate with stickers, 
stars, paper, beads or even little shells. add a pretty label to the handle  
or bottleneck.

For friends who enjoy an afternoon tipple, coasters are cheap but 
quality gifts that keep on giving (and saving tables from wet patches). Cut 
round circles from stiff cardboard or have the kids go wild on a large piece 
of colourful cardboard first and cut out the circles afterwards. Personalise 
each coaster with the name of the recipient, or follow through your design 
by making at least six coasters in a theme, such as animals or the sea. 
laminate the coasters or cover them with “sticky back” plastic. 

Get Cracking
the prettiest way to wrap a gift is in a 

Christmas cracker, which is fun for 

children and adults alike. For small crackers, use toilet paper rolls, or 
use stiff cardboard rolled into a tube and stapled securely for larger gifts. 
show your kids how to wrap a piece of crêpe paper or material (which 
is easy to work with) around the tube, leaving enough paper or fabric at 
either end for gathering into the cracker’s ends. 

secure your cracker at one end with ribbon, wool or pipe cleaners 
and tie into a bow or leave loose. now you can fill your cracker with any 
number of gifts, from stickers, crayons, marbles, pens and sweets for kids, 
to little soaps, chocolates and key rings for adults. tie the other end of your 
 cracker, place a label on it and pat yourself on  

the back. 
With a little thought and time, you are 

set to have yourself a very merry, affordable 
Christmas this year.  T
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Avondale’s Fluffy Farming Workforce
QuacksA buNcH oF 

in the early morning light of Paarl’s dawn, 

with the sun creeping over the Drakenstein 

Mountains and casting its light over row 

upon row of organically grown vineyards, 

a unique group of workers gather at their 

usual morning meeting place. Dressed 

in warm feathers and donning fluffy 

white coats, Donald, Daffy and the rest of 

Avondale’s posse of Pekin ducks are lining 

up for a hard day’s work in the family 

owned estate’s vineyards.

Story by Adrian Fourie
Pix © Avondale

FeAture
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Avondale is a wine estate near Paarl that employs a unique 
approach to wine farming. When current proprietor Johnathan 
Grieve arrived at the estate in the late 1990s, the environment was 

suffering from decades of conventional farming. “The scorched earth policy 
of conventional farming had left our ecosystem lifeless. We were forced 
to innovate to reverse the effects of years of monoculture. We embarked 
on a journey of discovery that produced the BioLOGIC approach to wine 
farming, a journey that continues to this day,” he explains.

Grieve developed the BioLOGIC approach himself. It employs a mix 
of organic and biodynamic farming principles, combined with cutting 
edge modern science. The result is a nature friendly process that really 
shows in the quality of the estate’s wines. “The focus is very much 
on finding natural solutions to common farming challenges. In our 
experience, nature’s problems are best solved with nature’s solutions, not 
man’s chemicals.”

Grieve places great emphasis on ensuring biodiversity on the estate. 
“The more life there is on Avondale, the less vulnerable the ecosystem 
becomes. It is protected from shocks and able to restore and regenerate 
much quicker. Part of this process is attracting natural predators to combat 
pests. Beneficial bacteria are introduced to counteract vine disease, birds 
of prey are attracted to help keep rodent populations in check, and our 
fluffy ducks take care of any errant snails in our vineyards.”

Avondale makes use of the full spectrum of biodynamic 
preparations, which are similar to supporting a healthy balance 
through homeopathy. “We adhere to the astronomical planting 
calendar, which enables us to take advantage of the influence of 
the various cosmic forces on our natural environment. For example, 
we only apply natural nutrition and biodynamic preparations 
during the full moon phase, when there is the greatest movement 

of sap in the plants, allowing us to get the best uptake and results.”
But it is not all about organic and biodynamic. “We make use of the 

latest advances in modern science to ensure the wines we produce are 
of the highest quality. In 2003, we installed our ultra-modern gravity-flow 
cellar, built two stories underground in the cool depths of a natural 
dry river bed.” Grieve also makes extensive use of leaf sap monitoring 
instruments, which allows him to keep a finger on the “pulse” of the vine 
and see exactly what is going on in real time.

“Making wine this way is a slow, complex process. The rewards 
are huge, though. Life on the farm is thriving, our soil is healthy 
and conducive to the growth of beautifully healthy vines, and 
this is evident in the taste and character of our seven wines. 
Our lively Chenin Blanc reflects the minerals of our land. Our 
white blend, Cyclus, refers to the cycle of perpetual renewal in 
nature, particularly on our farm, and our flagship red blend is the 
embodiment of Avondale’s unique luminescence and character,” 
Grieve explains.

It is 17h00 and work on the farm is winding down for the day. 
As the modified tractor that doubles as the “Duckmobile” approaches, 
Avondale’s ducks start lining up, tired from the day’s work but happy 
to do their part. And tomorrow morning they will again line up outside, 
ready to walk up and down rows and rows of vines, keeping snails in 
check and making their contribution to Avondale’s great tasting, nature 
friendly wines. 

Avondale produces seven wines: Camissa, a rosé; Cyclus, a refreshing 
white blend; Anima, a lively Chenin Blanc; La Luna, a classic red blend; 
Samsara, a Syrah; Navitas, the flagship red blend; and Armilla, a joyous 
Brut made in the Méthode Cap Classique tradition. For more information, 
visit www.avondalewine.co.za. T

Pesky snails stand no chance against 
Avondale’s fluffy farming workforce





join us on groupon for huge savings: book your friZZ free brazilian hair 
straightening and receive a six velocity facial for free. text the word groupon 
to 0716259574 and we will send you the link!!!

Treatments: skincare (mary Cohr & six sensation), massages (lilian Terry International), hair (goldwell, 
Indola & hannon), lCN (light Concept Nails), Bio sculpture, spa Body Treatments, spa Body Wraps 
(slimming, Draining and Firming), manicures (oPI & spa-licious), Pedicures, Waxing, grooming, 
Bronzing, half Day and Full Day Packages
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e: danikaspa@telkomsa.net | www.danikaspa.co.za | gPs: s26.81872 e 26.67645
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serves 2
ingredients

200 g fresh angel fish fillets
4 prawns
1 white onion
1 clove garlic
1 sprig of thyme
1 sprig of rosemary
Olive oil
1 zucchini
1 red pepper
1 yellow pepper
4 cocktail tomatoes
2 large tomatoes
1 litre fish stock
½ a bunch of celery
500 ml balsamic vinegar
Salt & pepper
Fresh herbs 
1 tblsp caper berries
1 tblsp Maizena corn flour
½ a baguette (2 slices)

method
stock

Chop the onions, garlic, celery, two 
large tomatoes and half of the peppers 
into rough pieces. Heat the olive oil in a 
pot and sauté the garlic, onions, celery and 
peppers for 2½ minutes. Add the fish stock 
and allow it to simmer for 2½ hours. Add 
the rosemary and thyme at the end so as to 
infuse their flavours into the stock (do not 
boil). Strain the mixture through a sieve and 
thicken it with a little corn starch and olive 
oil. Leave it to simmer lightly for another 
ten minutes in order to “cook out” the  
starch flavour. 
vegetables

Wash the rest of the vegetables 
(zucchini, peppers and tomatoes) and 

cut the cocktail tomatoes in half. Peel the 
peppers and chop them into cubes. Cut 
the zucchini into squares or triangles. Heat 
olive oil in a pan and sauté the peppers on 
low heat until they are half cooked. Add 
the zucchinis and caper berries. When 
cooked (golden brown), the bell pepper 
should also be soft. Add the tomatoes and 
give the mixture a quick stir. The tomatoes 
should be heated, but not too soft. Season 
the vegetables with salt and pepper. Place 
them on paper towel, add some freshly 
chopped herbs and keep warm. 
Balsamic reduction 

Pour the balsamic vinegar into a large 
pot and reduce it to a sticky reduction.
Fish & prawns 

Heat a non stick pan with sunflower oil. 
Place the fish medallions in the pan, skin 
side down, and fry until golden brown on 
one side. Place the pan in a pre-heated 
oven at 160 °C for three minutes. Remove 
the pan from the oven, turn the fish over 
and add the four prawns and fry together 
until it is cooked to your preference.
Baguettes

Cut two baguette slices and grill them 

in a non stick pan until they are lightly 
browned. Remove them from the pan 
and keep them aside for later.
plating

Place the vegetables in the 
centre of a deep bowl with the fish 
and prawns on top. Gently drizzle 
the vegetable broth and balsamic 
reduction around it. Garnish with 
herbs and a splash of olive oil and 
serve with the toasted baguette slices.
Tip

Should you prefer to keep the skin 
on the angel fish, ensure that you 

pan fry the skin so that it is crispy. You 
are also welcome to replace the angel 
fish with any other fish of your choice. T

Pan Fried Angel Fish & Prawns with Bell Pepper and Zucchini Sauté 
Bosman’s

recIpeS From 

For two decades the Grande Roche has been 
distinguished not only for its sublime setting, but 
also for its hospitality and award winning cuisine. 
Bosman’s Restaurant is acknowledged as one of 
the top 100 restaurants in the world and is listed on 
Eat Out Magazine’s Top 10 restaurant list for 2011. 
Executive Head Chef, Roland Gorgosilich, has 
extensive experience working in some of Europe’s 
finest Michelin Star restaurants. He believes in using 
only the freshest seasonal products to create a 
complete harmony of flavours and an unparalleled 
dining experience. For more information, contact 
+27 21 863 5100 or visit www.granderoche.co.za. 
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When the evil wizard Gargamel chases the tiny 
blue Smurfs out of their village, they tumble from 
their magical world and into ours. In fact, they 
land right in the middle of Central Park. Just three 
apples high and stuck in the Big Apple, the Smurfs 
must find a way to get back to their village before 
Gargamel tracks them down. The Smurfs will be 
available for purchase from mid-December 2011.

club
What’s new on the shelf

No year would be complete without 
Zapiro’s annual collection of cartoons, 
which have served to become a reflective 
summary of political events during the year. 
Packed with biting humour and cutting 
edge satire, The Last Sushi showcases this 
year’s cream of the crop.

Earth is burning. A race of terrifying machines has begun their destruction of the 
human race, striking from beyond known space. As Commander Shepard, an 
Alliance Marine, your only hope for saving mankind is to rally the civilisations of 
the galaxy and launch one final mission to take back the Earth. Mass Effect 3 will 
be available for PC, PS3 and Xbox 360 from 9th March 2012. Pre-order your copy 
now from www.kalahari.com. 

Michael Bublé’s latest offering is the perfect 
album to get you into the festive spirit, and 
includes such well loved classics as “Santa 
Claus is coming to Town”, “White Christmas” 
(with Shania Twain), “All I Want for Christmas 
is You”, “Have Yourself a Merry Little 
Christmas” and “Ave Maria”.            

*Release dates and jacket covers are subject to change without prior notice. 
Free delivery is available on orders over R250 (see website for terms and conditions). 

Stand the chance of winning one of two kalahari.com gift vouchers to the value of R200 each. Simply SMS the word TIME, 
followed by the word KAlAHArI and your NAME to 35131. Cost per SMS is R1,50. Competition closes 31st December 2011. 
By entering this competition you consent to receiving electronic information pertaining to abouTime and/or 1time airline. 
Terms and conditions apply.

WIN!

Culture

Mass Effect 3

Christmas
 by Michael Bublé

The Last Sushi
by Zapiro 

For these and other exciting entertainment offerings, visit
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Cindy Nell-roberts

Die voormalige Mej. Suid-Afrika Cindy Nell-Roberts se skoonheid bly opvallend, maar dis haar vermoë om gesond te leef, 

haar man en seuntjie gelukkig te hou ‘en’ sukses in die sakewêreld te bereik – alles gelyk – wat werklik verstommend is.

Storie deur Jacqueline Cochrane
Foto’s © Kevin Mark Pass

FeAture

Skoonheid én sakevernuf



aboutime: Wat was jou hoogtepunte vanjaar?
Cindy: 2011 was ’n wonderlike jaar. Ons onderneming, 

Cosmetix, het fenomenaal gegroei; ons het ’n paar nuwe 
skoonheidsreekse met sukses bekendgestel; ’n pragtige 
seuntjie in die wêreld gebring; en ek het ’n groot 
modelkontrak geteken met Veet vir 2012. 

at: Jy het jou baba-gewig vinnig afgeskud... hoeveel 
kilo’s het jy verloor?

Cindy: [Lag.] Twintig. My seuntjie was 4.2 kg toe 
hy gebore is en teen die laaste week was ek maar ’n ou 
seekoeitjie. Dit is anders vir almal, en solank jy gesond bly, 
maak dit nie saak hoeveel jy optel nie. Ek het tot op 35 weke 
nog gaan gym, en tot op die dag nog daagliks gaan stap. 

at: Watter gesondheidsreëls volg jy?
Cindy: Ek glo aan ’n hoë-proteïen-leefstyl: eiers in die 

oggend, proteïen soos vleis, hoender of vis met groente of 
slaai vir middag- en aandete, en peuselhappies soos neute, 
biltong en rou groente. Ek vermy onnodige suiwel en 
verfynde koolhidrate. 

at: Vertel ons van jou oefenprogram.
Cindy: Ek doen gewigsoefeninge twee maal per week, 

pilates twee maal per week en probeer twee keer ’n week 
gaan stap. Dis my “ek-tyd”. Ek moet uitwerk wat ek geniet, 
want as oefen nie lekker is nie, sal jy dit nooit volhou nie. 

at: Watter raad het jy vir nuwe ma’s wat goed in hul 
lyf wil voel?

Cindy: Doen iets, of maak vrede met jouself. Sluit aan by 
’n klas of kry ’n persoonlike instrukteur. 

at: hou jy van kosmaak?
Cindy: Ja, maar my man, Clive, is ’n bobaas-sjef, so as ek 

verkul, is dit omtrent altyd sy skuld! 

at: Wat is jou gunsteling-restaurant?
Cindy: My gunsteling-restaurant is Clive s’n, The 

Grillhouse in Rosebank; goeie kos, goeie diens en ’n baie 
lekker atmosfeer. 

at: hou jy van vlieg? Vlieg jy graag met 1time?
Cindy: Ja, ek vlieg dikwels met 1time. Ek spot altyd en sê 

ek koop eerder nuwe skoene met die geld wat ek spaar. ’n 
Goeie prys, diens, en geen houding by die inboek-toonbank 
nie is al wat ek vra, want dit is stresvol genoeg om te vlieg. 
My enigste klagte is dat daar nie ’n groot verskeidenheid op 
die spyskaart is vir iemand wat nie brood eet nie. 
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QA&

Five lucky 

readers will each win 

a hamper of Cindy’s 

favourite summer goodies to 

the value of R1,000 per hamper. 

The hampers include:

•	 A copy of Cindy Nell’s Model 

and Pageant Handbook 

(Everything you have ever 

wanted to know about 

the industry, available in 

Exclusive Books)

•	 Caribbean Tan self tanning 

and sun protection products

•	 Skin Science Skincare daily 

moisturiser with SPF 20

Simply SMS the word TIME, followed by the word CINDY and your 

NAME to 35131. Cost per SMS is R1,50. Competition closes 31st December 

2011. By entering this competition you consent to receiving electronic information 
pertaining to abouTime and/or 1time airline. Terms and conditions apply. 

WIN!

at: Watter vreemde dinge het al met jou gebeur omdat jy so 
herkenbaar is? 

Cindy: Juis laasweek op ’n 1time.-vlug sê die man langs my: “Jy 
was mos die promo girl vir daai shooters nou die aand!” “Nee,” sê 
ek. “Is jy seker?” sê hy. “Ek ken jou mos, man!” En om aangestaar 
te word is darem nie lekker nie. Ek is eitlik ’n baie skaam mens in 
groot groepe.

at: hoe hou jy jou voete so plat op die aarde?
Cindy: Ek het twee lewens: Dié van ’n voormalige Mej SA,TV-

aanbieder, model en openbare figuur, en dié van ’n sakevrou, 
ma, dogter, vrou en vriendin. Ek lag altyd daaroor, want my twee 
lewens is so anders. Een dag is ek op kantoor of doen ek winkel-
inspeksies, en die volgende dag is ek in ’n studio vir ’n fotosessie 
of by ’n glansgeleentheid. Dit hou my op die aarde. Ek weet waar 
my waardes lê. 

at: Onderskat mense soms jou sakevernuf?
Cindy: Ja, soms. Maar dit pla my glad nie. Ek is baie goed met 

wat ek doen, en wat ek en Clive in die skoonheidsbedryf doen, is 
revolusionêr. My roem is irrelevant, en tensy ek dit tot voordeel van 
die kliënt kan gebruik, hou ek dit eenkant in my ander lewe.

at: Vertel ons ’n bietjie van jou maatskappy, Cosmetix.
Cindy: Cosmetix voer in, voer uit en ontwikkel en vervaardig verkeie 

velsorg-, sonverbruining- en grimeer-reekse. Ons verskaf topgehalte 
produkte teen ’n derde van die prys  van al die mededingers. 

at: Watter skoonheidsraad kan jy met lesers deel vir die somer?
Cindy: ’n Mooi bruin lyf lyk altyd sexy en gesond. Ek wend graag 

my Caribbean Tan Mousse aan voor slaaptyd en word wakker met 
’n mooi bruin vel wat omtrent ’n week hou. Dit laat jou ook maerder 
lyk. My topwenk is: sonroom, sonroom, sonroom. Sonskade herstel 
nooit heeltemal nie.

at: Wat wens jy het jy meer van gehad?
Cindy: Tyd en geduld.

at: Glo jy in nuwejaarsvoorneme? 
Cindy: Ek dink jy moet altyd wil beter wees. Om te begin is 

maklik, om iets vol te hou is die probleem! Stel haalbare doelwitte 
en sit ’n stelsel in plek om dit vol te hou.

at: Wat is die beste raad wat iemand al ooit vir jou gegee het? 
Cindy: Alles in die lewe is maar 10% talent en 90% harde werk. 

Jy kan enigiets doen en wees, maar jy moet insit wat jy wil uitkry.
Al Cindy se skoonheidsreekse van Cosmetix is beskikbaar by 

Clicks, DisChem en apteke landwyd, en die professionele reekse by 
salonne landwyd. Besoek haar webtuistes: www.cindynell.co.za;  
www.cosmetix.co.za; www.caribbeantan.co.za; www.skin-science.
co.za; www.essence.eu; www.catrice.eu. T
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bALLS, bAtS ANd 

tHe buSINeSS oF Sport 
South Africa is a global leader in sports tourism, but this industry 

can be further maximised through greater marketing efforts and 

the alignment of sporting events with business tourism.

Story by Chris Waldburger/
mediaclubsouthafrica.com
Pix © iStockphoto.com

FeAture

Bucks
While many purists out there consider the term “professional sport” an oxymoron, there is simply 

no getting away from the fact that modern sport is big business. With the advent of new media and 
technology, the public’s demand to watch and experience high-level sporting events has inexorably led 
to the rise of sport as a multi-faceted, billion dollar industry.

Sport as business has become one of the core features of our new global village, and there is no 
turning back. The main question now is whether such demand can be utilised and streamed for the 
good of business, and indeed society.

It must be remembered, however, that such a question is ultimately a mere afterthought to the 
exhilaration of supporting one’s national team in a packed stadium, with friends in tow. It is this very 
human experience, along with the media, that has made the sports industry what it is today.

Tourism Opportunities
The best example of this partnership between human experience and business is the 2009 British 

and Irish Lions rugby tour of South Africa. Described by rugby experts as “rugby’s last great adventure”, 
a Lions tour is undoubtedly a hardcore rugby fan’s dream.

Tourists followed the team from one place to another, creating a rock ’n’ roll atmosphere. The 
old-world charm of the team and the unique series format ensured that the sporting experience was 
unforgettable. The tour seemed amateur in the romantic sense of the word, yet it was a hugely successful 
money spinner.

From a tourism perspective, the tour was neatly translated into opportunity. It has been estimated 
that the event pumped R1.5 billion ($221 million) into the South African economy. This was a miniature 
and non-bureaucratic stimulus during a recession that went straight to the service sector of our economy.

Our rugby administrators were quick to point out their part in this happy state of affairs.
“A Lions tour ranks only behind the Rugby World Cup in terms of its scale and appeal,” said Andy 

Marinos, then managing director of the South African Rugby Union. “Such a tour places significant 
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demands on a rugby union and its members, but also brings many 
benefits, one of the most profound being the economic impact it has 
on the host nation.”

He added: “Preparing, hosting and moving around large numbers 
of rugby fans is a complex exercise, but the most pleasing aspect is that 
a large number of overseas visitors had an outstanding experience in 
South Africa.”

Investing in Human and  
Natural Capital

South Africa has invested in its natural capital – its magnificent 
coastline, game reserves, mountains, and bush – and created a tourism 
trade that is one of the brightest lights in its development efforts. But 
another field waiting to be maximised is our human and social capital, 
which finds a unique nexus in the global sport of rugby.

When fans from abroad watch South African teams play – and 
perhaps more importantly, when those fans support these teams – they 
are immediately drawn to the country as the nation’s mythology and 
narrative is on display.

Take South Africa’s sporting colours and emblems: the green and 
gold, the Springbok, and the symbols associated with the 1995 World 
Cup. These have become part of global sporting iconography, and 
at the same time they are associated with the start of South Africa’s 
democracy.

South Africans’ familiarity with sport has forged a kind of fellowship 
with fans abroad and creates a common language with which to share 
experiences. This language can precede a mutually beneficial trade.

Various organisations make use of this connection through the 
operation of travel companies gathered around sporting events. These 
companies cater for rugby, Formula 1 or even equestrian fans, and provide 
travel packages for events that take place in South Africa or overseas.

Added to the business of tour operation, sport offers opportunities 
for corporate marketing, combined with corporate hospitality and the 
building of client communities. All major stadiums cater for corporate 

or private suites, and such suites offer an alternative to the tired cliché 
of conducting business on the golf course.

They also have the advantage of being more universal in appeal 
and less time-consuming. With the obvious attraction of doing business 
alongside the South African sporting experience, it is clear that there are 
many more opportunities awaiting discovery.

Expert Sporting Hosts
South Africa has proven time and again that, despite weaknesses 

in certain logistical areas of our economy, we are practiced experts in 
hosting sporting events.

This strength can be increasingly exploited, just as sport through 
media becomes a more expansive and universal pastime (just think of the 
constant growth of Super Rugby, and the current experiment of staging 
southern hemisphere rugby matches in cities like London and Hong Kong).

It has often been said that investment in South Africa will only 
follow a local buzz, or wave of investment. The same is true of tourism. 
What South Africans enjoy, creates a desire and market for international 
tourists to come and enjoy the same things with us. And one of the 
greatest experiences in South Africa is the chance to sit inside a full 
stadium and watch a game.

This was again demonstrated when the Pretoria based Bulls rugby 
team moved their headquarters to Soweto in the build-up to the 2010 
FIFA World Cup. Because their home ground, Loftus Versfeld in 
Pretoria, was under the control of FIFA by the time their Super 14 semi-
final against the New Zealand Crusaders was due, they decided to take 
the game to the township. 

It was a popular move. Streams of supporters ventured into Soweto 
to watch the game at the packed Orlando Stadium and the local bars. 
All of a sudden Soweto became an enjoyable day outing for thousands 
of white South Africans who might otherwise have never gone there.

Not only did sport once again prove to be a great nation builder as it 
was when we won the Rugby World Cup in 1995, but it also guaranteed 
a rip-roaring good time, and increased trade for local patrons. T
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Fast bowler Allan Donald took 330 wickets 
in his test career and was the first South 
African cricketer to pass the 300 wicket 

mark. He played his final test cricket match 
in February 2002.

Soccer Golf
Your guide to upcoming sporting events in December

 

3  Orlando Pirates vs Supersport United (20h15)

4  Mamelodi Sundowns vs Kaizer Chiefs (15h30)

16  Supersport United vs Mamelodi Sundowns (20h00)

18 Bloem Celtic vs Orlando Pirates (15h30)

Maroko Swallows vs Maritzburg United (19h30)

Dates and times listed on this page 
are subject to change.

1–4 Nedbank Golf Challenge (Gary Player Country Club) 

1-4 Chevron World Challenge (California)

8-11 Dubai World Championship (Dubai)

Cricket

SuperSport Series

15–18   Nashua Mobile Cape Cobras vs bizhub Highveld Lions (Cape Town)

15–18   Chevrolet Knights vs Nashua Titans (Bloemfontein)

27–30   Chevrolet Knights vs Sunfoil Dolphins (Bloemfontein)

27–30   Nashua Titans vs bizhub Highveld Lions (Benoni)

South Africa vs Sri Lanka 

-9–11     Three Day Tour Match (Benoni)

15–19    1st Test Match (Centurion)

26–27    2nd Test Match (Durban)

One Day Domestic Series

4   2nd Place Qualifier vs 3rd Place Qualifier

 1st Place Qualifier vs 2nd Place Qualifier

Athletearmchair
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21

9

ABSA Premiership
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London’s Surging Property Market
Two Cities
A tALe oF 

“it was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the 

age of foolishness...” So starts Charles Dickens most famous novel, A Tale of Two Cities’.  

And while this opening paragraph from what is arguably one of the most famous works in 

the history of fictional literature was penned way back in 1859, one cannot help but draw 

comparisons with the modern day UK property market. 

A recent report from Rightmove PLC, Britain’s biggest property 
website, shows that the gap between prices in the North and the 
South of the country is now at the widest ever, with average 
values in the south at £336,743 (around R4,3 million). This is 
more than double the North’s £164,347 (about R2 million). 
National asking prices rose 1.2% in October from a year earlier to 
an average £239,672 (about R3 million). In London, prices were 
up 7.5% on the year!

First time buyers in London and the South-East find themselves 

locked out of the housing market as huge deposits, soaring house 
prices and tougher mortgage criteria make it impossible for them 
to buy. Yet sales of London’s luxury homes reached a record 
high in October as foreign buyers piled into London property, 
looking to protect their wealth amid financial or political volatility  
at home.  

Despite an aggressive easing of monetary policy by the Fed, 
the US economy continues to suffer and Europe’s sovereign 
debt crisis may be worse than the Great Depression (according 

Story by Mike Smuts (First Published in 
REIM: www.realestateinvestormag.co.za)
Pic © Stock.Xchng
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to Bank of England Governor Mervyn King). Additionally, uprisings in countries 
including Libya, Syria and Egypt have cost a total of $55,84 billion (about R470 
billion), consultant Geopolicity Inc. said in a recent report.

Value investing
As a result, London property is now viewed by the wealthy of the world as 

the “new Swiss bank account” for parking their wealth. Overseas buyers make up 
65% of the market for homes costing more than £5 million, and buyers from the 
Middle East, North Africa, Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union have pushed 
prices in London’s most desirable neighbourhoods to new records. Values in West 
London have risen 94% since 2006, compared with 87% across prime central London 
residential property. With such a huge influx of foreign buyers and with new house 
building at a post-war low – with just 134,000 new homes built in the UK in 2010 
according to Government figures – there are stark warnings that home ownership 
in England will fall over the next decade to the lowest since the mid-1980s. Oxford 
Economics predicts that the proportion of people living in owner-occupied homes 
will decline from its 73% peak in 2001 to just 64% in 2021.

rentals On the Up
In London, it predicts that the majority of people will rent property, with home 

ownership in the capital falling to just 44% by 2021. That means around six out 
of every ten Londoners will live in rented accommodation. This decline in home 
ownership is putting pressure on the demand and price of rental homes, and the 
average private sector rent is set to increase by 19.8% over the next five years. In a 
survey of some 6,000 members of ARLA – the regulatory body for letting agents in the 
UK – 74% of respondents said demand outstripped supply in the private rental sector. 
This is the highest level since records began. The increase was most acute in London 
and the South-East, the survey said, adding that some tenants were now staying in 
properties for 19 months – which is a record – as they were wary of finding a new 
property in a highly competitive market. 

What’s next?
There is no denying that the UK now has a two-tier housing market, with growth 

in the Northern regions remaining subdued, while London and the South-East soars 
ahead. But more importantly there is also a new housing market model. The attraction 
of the London property market’s transparency and relative liquidity at most stages 
of the property cycle has increasingly been supplemented by the significant rise in 
demand for rented accommodation, as well as the associated growth in rental values. 

This makes London property an even more desirable asset for 
both the wealthy foreign and domestic property investor, who 
will keep snapping up property, reducing the available stock and 
pushing prices higher as a result. This will in turn lead to more 
Londoners being priced out of the market, leaving them no other 
alternative but to rent, pushing rents higher yet. And so the whole 
upward cycle starts again.

For more information on investing in London property, visit 
www.smutsandtaylor.com. T
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Game
For many would-be investors the first step into the scary world of investments is often one that 

is too big to take. Too often these are the investors who are sitting on the sidelines when they read 

about the fantastic success stories of Capitec, PSG, Grindrod, Pinnacle Technology Holdings or 

even the double digit annualised returns from the likes of the Satrix40. THE qUESTioN oF HoW 

To TAKE THE FiRST STEP AND GET iNTo THE iNvESTMENT GAME iS AN iMPoRTANT oNE 

FoR MANY YoUNG SoUTH AFRiCANS.

Almo Lubowski from the Financial Planning Institute says step number 
one is to shuck off apathy and make sure that you are prepared to do 
some of the legwork that will help you make informed decisions. “As an 
adviser it’s difficult to help people when they aren’t even willing to help 
themselves,” he told Finweek.

so what is step number one when you have decided you 
want to start? 

“I believe in some form of focus. Decide what kind of things you 
would like to invest in and what the purpose is,” says Lubowski. He adds: 
“Whatever it may be, just choose something. Do your own research and 
then speak to some experts in that field as well, but not before you have 
done some of your own searching.”

Does it matter what that investment is? 
“There’s something exciting about all of them. What scares people 

is the lack of knowledge. The financial world can be confusing, but 
finding out things step by step, with some professional help, makes it less 
scary. Start somewhere and don’t let the mountain ahead put you off,”  
says Lubowski.

Shaun le Roux from PSG Asset Management had some heartening 
words for newbie investors in his monthly newsletter to investors. He 
told clients: “In life, the good thing about making mistakes is that you get 
a chance to learn from them. In investment markets they’re an invaluable 
part of trying to become better at what you do.”

Le Roux has a simple view on what makes up an investment process: 
“An investment process is all about putting together a method of identifying 
good potential investments – where the odds of success are more likely 
to be in your favour than not – and effectively allocating capital to those 
investments after considering the likelihood of your being wrong.”

some easy tools to get you into the share investing game:
•	 Check out the websites of leading asset managers such as Coronation, 

Investec Asset Management, PSG, Stanlib, Sanlam and Marriott to find 
out what funds they offer and how much it costs to invest.

•	 Approach local stockbrokerages which have a strong emphasis on 
retail investor education such as Global Trader, Standard Bank and 
Sanlam iTrade to find out what courses are available, and whether 
they offer the opportunity to assist you in 
making your first trade.   

•	 Visit websites such as www.fintalk.co.za 
or www.justonelap.com to find more 
information on different aspects involved  
in investing.
For those still worried about taking the 

leap, perhaps consider some advice from John 
Powell: “The only real mistake is the one from 
which we learn nothing.”  

Copy courtesy of Finweek. Call 086 010 3911 
to subscribe. T

Story by Marc Ashton
Pic © iStockphoto.com
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Taking the First Step into the World of investing
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There are many reasons why the Ford Focus 2.0 
TDCi is one of the Car of the Year finalists. Dynamic 
and attractive, with excellent and rigid build quality and 
superb road holding, the Focus range – four models in 
the four door range and four hatchbacks – is destined 
to expand its sales figures in this country. The Focus 
range will attract buyers who require convenience and 
comfort, as well as European build quality.

Looks are also important, and the latest Focus looks 
solid, even appearing larger than it really is. With over 
10 million units sold globally since its introduction in 
1998, the Focus has become a firm favourite.

The six speed PowerShift automatic transmission 
has also generated much praise for its smooth shifting 
and well chosen ratios. It is the perfect match for the 
TDCi’s 120 kW power output.

With a claimed fuel consumption of a mere  
5.3 l/100 km (when driven sensibly), the 55 litre fuel 
tank should enable you to achieve an incredible  
1,037 km – that would take you from Johannesburg to 
the outskirts of Laingsburg in the Karoo.

Add the four-year/120,000 km warranty, the  
five-year/90,000 km service plan and servicing every 
20,000 km, and it becomes clear why the Focus will 
probably achieve waiting-list status.

It definitely has what is required to take the Car of 
the Year title.

out the {box}
Story by Bernard K Hellberg 
Pic © Quickpic
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A Potential 
Winner?

The Renault Mégane 
Coupé-Cabriolet GTline

Once you have managed to get your tongue around this Renault’s 
rather lengthy name, you will be mentally prepared to drive it. And 
what a pleasant and fun experience that is guaranteed to be!

As the name implies, you are actually getting two cars for the price 
of one… Well, not really, but certainly double the fun factor of any 
other car in its class.

Even when up, the largest folding glass roof on any car currently 
available (almost a square metre) creates that “open top” effect. Press 
the “down, boy” button, and 21 seconds later the coupé has become 
a cabriolet.

Handling is great, thanks in part to superior grade Michelin tyres, 
but there is noticeable scuttle shake when the top is down.

Powered by a 1.4 litre petrol turbo four cylinder engine, the Mégane 
produces 96 kW and a potential top speed of 200 km/h. When it comes 
to engines, Renault knows what they’re doing. That said, slight, but 
noticeable torque steer is evident.

Seating for those in front is superb, while the rear seats, 
understandably, are a hit-and-miss affair, unless you are transporting 
small children.

In terms of styling, it is a typical glamorous Frenchman when seen 
from the front. The rear, however, is rather more bulky. Nevertheless, 
the Mégane Coupé-Cabriolet is easy to drive, with its smooth six 
speed gearbox, excellent brakes and comprehensive list of safety and  
luxury features.

For R359,900 you get a stylish, head-turning car with good 
performance, a five-year/100,000 km service plan and an excellent  
five-year/150,000 km warranty.





First introduced to the South African market as a family SUV 
in 2006, the Fortuner has proved to be a huge success story for 
Toyota South Africa. This no fuss SUV has captured 34% of the 
entire SUV market with 51,500 vehicles sold to date. 

Although many of its vehicles are exported into Africa, 
Toyota dominates the roads in Zambia in particular. Thus it 
was fitting for Toyota to launch the 2011 facelift Fortuner in 
that country.

Earlier models suffered a bit from instability on gravel 
roads due to corrugations and a rigid rear axle working 

together. This has now been resolved by fitting larger wheels and 
a four-link coil spring rear suspension. 

Although the Fortuner remains very much the same in outline, many 
design changes have been incorporated to provide a bolder, more aggressive stance on the road. The package is completed by the addition of two 
new colours, Silky Gold and dark steel Mica, which now gives customers a choice of seven different colours.

Expect to pay from R325,500 to R466,900, depending on the model. The warranty is valid for three years/100,000 km with a five-year/90,000 km 
service plan.                                                  
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Sonic Boom from Chevrolet Chevrolet is celebrating 100 years of existence this year 
and, incredibly, a Chev is sold somewhere in the world every  
6.4 seconds.

My first impressions of the latest offering from Chevrolet, the 
Sonic, which is available as a hatch or a sedan, was extremely 
positive, thanks to its prominent new styling. The front end houses 
attractive headlights, and the sedan boasts an enormous boot, while 
the hatch’s luggage area is adequate. 

Launched at the coast, performance was quite brisk from 
Chevrolet’s latest technology four cylinder engine, and the steering 
provided a crisp response. 

The interior is roomy, and the steering wheel is fully adjustable. 
Seats are firm but comfortable, and provide good support. All 
models at present are in LS guise, and a comfort pack is optional. 
This provides cruise control and Bluetooth, as well as USB and 
satellite controls on the steering wheel. All of the petrol models 
come with five speed gearboxes while the diesel (still to come) will 
have a six speed gearbox and a reported power output of 70 kW. 
Out on the winding, twisting, undulating Cape roads, handling was 
comfortable and hassle free. 

The Chevrolet Sonic is a very competent newcomer. Estimated 
prices range from R156,000 to R170,000 with a five-year/120,000 km 
warranty and a three-year/60,000 km service plan.

Story by Gerry Gericke
Pix © Quickpic
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THE NEW FoRD RANGER
RangeexteNdING ItS 

Manufactured in Pretoria for export to 140 countries, the all-new Ford Ranger truck (somehow 

‘bakkie’ seems inappropriate) may well be the light commercial vehicle that could pose a 

serious threat to the domination of this market segment by Toyota’s Hilux.

My first impressions during the launch drive were of a vehicle that 
offers excellent build quality, superb road holding capabilities and comfort 
levels that match Volkswagen’s Amarok. 

Available in three body styles – Single, Super and Double Cab – along 
with an extensive list of practical features that are available in four series 
choices, these cabs are among the roomiest in the segment.

Because of certain geographical similarities (long distances, extreme 
temperatures) the new Ranger was developed in Australia. Also, extensive 
tests in 15 countries (including South Africa, Dubai and even Sweden) have 
produced a vehicle that is tough enough for some of the world’s harshest 
conditions. As a compliment to South African engineering, these vehicles 
will be equipped with South African built engines, with Ford’s Struandale 
plant in Port Elizabeth supplying both the 3.2 litre, as well as the 2/2 diesel. 

Leading the way in the range is the new 3.2 litre Duratorq TDCi five 
cylinder diesel engine, which boasts 470 Nm of torque and 147 kW of 
power. Its fuel consumption ranges from 8.4 l/100 km on a 4x2 variant to 
9.2 l/100 km on a full option 4x4 model.

The 2.2 litre Duratorq TDCi four cylinder diesel engine – which I 
found to be quite adequate in terms of overtaking capabilities – delivers 
peak torque output of 375 Nm and power output of 110 kW. The 2.5 
litre Duratec four cylinder petrol engine, my personal favourite, delivers  

226 Nm of torque and outstanding power at 122 kW. 
Exceptional fuel consumption figures will give the Ranger – which is 

fitted with an 80 litre fuel tank – a range of more than 1,000 km on certain 
models. This is “Pretoria to Beaufort West” territory.  

The new Ranger can now also tow more, carry more, go deeper and 
climb higher than most of its competitors. In fact, the 4x4 and 4x2 Hi-Rider 
models can wade through 800 mm of water even when fully laden. It also 
boasts an outstanding payload capacity of more than 1,200 kg on some 4x2 
variants, as well as excellent ground clearance of up to 237 mm.

Although the designers describe the vehicle’s new shape as “21st 

Century Tough”, it maintains a masculine appearance that is as at home on 
a construction site as it is outside classy entertainment outlets. The cabin 
is also quiet and civilised, which is an attribute not often associated with 
a pickup truck. 

Integrated into the ESP are other new control features which assist 
vehicle stability and control. These include hill descent control, hill launch 
control and trailer sway control.

The new Ranger comes with a five-year/90,000 km service plan and 
a comprehensive four-year/120,000 km warranty with service intervals 
of 15,000 km. New Ranger 4x4 customers also receive free off-road 
driver training. T

Story by Bernard K Hellberg
Pic © Quickpic
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tHe bmW 1 SerIeS
LuxurycompAct

Still the only rear wheel 
driven car in its class, the 1 
Series offers the kind of superior 
handling and sophisticated 
driving experience which many 
so-called sports cars would be 
thrilled to accomplish.

All engines in the new 1 Series 
are four cylinder units which use 
TwinPower turbo technology. 
Despite power increases of more 
than 10% compared with the outgoing models, the new 
generation has achieved a remarkable 10% drop in fuel consumption. 
In fact, plans are afoot to introduce the 116d EfficientDynamics 
Edition, which boasts an 85 kW engine that is claimed to achieve fuel 
consumption figures of just 3.8 l/100 km. Very few (if any) hybrids can 
match these figures.

Confusingly, the 116i and the 118i both use the same 1.6 litre engine, 
albeit in two separate output guises. The “weaker” engine (if there is 
such a thing as a weaker BMW engine) produces 100 kW of power, 
while the 118i is capable of an impressive 125 kW.

In terms of looks, the 1 Series now has a more muscular and 
impressive rear, but continues with the BMW tradition of an elongated 
bonnet, long wheelbase and set back passenger cell.

Inside, high quality materials create a youthful and contemporary 
ambience. It also offers significantly more storage space with large 
door pockets, a roomy glove compartment and a compartment 
under the armrest.

As an alternative to the 
standard six speed manual 
transmission, buyers also have 
the choice of the superlative eight 
speed automatic. This is a gearbox 
that could rightly be described as 
a work of art.

BMW’s sporting heritage 
shines through in the vehicle’s 
comprehensive list of safety 
features. These include dynamic 

stability control, ABS brakes, dynamic 
traction control, cornering brake control and dynamic braking 
control. These systems are augmented with fading compensation 
and even brake drying capabilities. Passenger safety is taken care 
of by the lightweight, high strength steel body and crumple zones 
which deflect the force of an impact away from the passenger cell.

Lovers of technology will also enjoy seamless integration with their 
iPhones. This will allow them to listen to web radio stations through the 
car’s audio system, as well as use Facebook and Twitter services.

Like all BMWs, the 1 Series is designed to be personalised. Most 
safety and luxury features are standard, but it is possible to upgrade, 
with various options such as xenon headlights, rain sensors and lane 
departure warning.

Given the superb quality of the 1 Series, there is every reason to 
believe that it has the potential to narrow the gap between itself and 
its bigger brother, the 3 Series. The 1 Series is a serious contender 
in its class. T

Story by Bernard K Hellberg
Pic © BMW South Africa
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Theoretically, the 1 Series should be able to outsell its more expensive sibling, the 3 Series. However, 

even with prices starting at R250,000 for the 116i Standard and escalating to R560,900 for the 135i 

Exclusive, the 3 Series still comfortably manages to outsell its “entry level” brother to the tune of nearly 

5 to 1. The recent launch of the revamped 1 Series could change this scenario, however.
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The Zoku QuickPop Maker revolutionises the way ice 
lollies are made. By using quick freeze technology, the device 
freezes ice lollies right on your countertop without electricity 

in seven to nine minutes. The QuickPop maker works with 
almost any type of juice, fresh fruit pulp, fat-free yoghurt, 

sweetened coffee, chocolate milk or fruit smoothies. The kit 
includes six reusable plastic sticks with special drip guards 

for tidy eating, as well as a SuperTool which helps to release 
the frozen treats from their moulds. The unit can make up 

to nine pops before it needs to be popped back into the 
freezer again. Zoku is available at selected Boardmans stores 

nationwide, as well as online from Yuppiechef.co.za.

Cubist Design

tech {time}

Perfect for Bookworms
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The Bookbook for iPad from twelvesouth is the ideal 
gift for iPad users who want to protect their favourite 
gadget, while craving the old world look of a good old 
fashioned book. This handmade, genuine leather case 
offers heavy duty protection for your iPad thanks to its 
hardback covers, reinforced corners and tough spine. 
The inside of the case is lined with a velvety soft, padded 
interior for added protection and luxury. The Bookbook 
is available from iStore shops nationwide. For more 
information, visit www.myistore.co.za.

Lucious Lollies in a Pop

the CUbe, a neW triPOD FrOm VelbOn, nOt OnlY PaCks Flat, 

bUt Can alsO be assembleD in seCOnDs. the CUbe is small anD 

liGhtWeiGht, WhiCh makes it iDeal FOr traVellinG, as Well 

as FOr eVerYDaY triPOD shOts. it is easY anD qUiCk tO set UP, 

WhiCh allOWs YOU tO take YOUr shOt, COllaPse it DOWn aGain 

in One qUiCk aCtiOn anD then heaD On tO YOUr next lOCatiOn. 

FOr mOre inFOrmatiOn, Visit WWW.VelbOn.biz.
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about {turn}

Trust the Aussies – the country that 
gave us the world’s most poisonous 
creature, the box jellyfish – to turn what 
should be a relaxing game of golf into an 
extreme sport, where you might just lose 
a limb or two if you dare to retrieve your 
ball from the water hazard. The Carbrook 
Golf Course in Brisbane was flooded 
over a decade ago when the Logan 
River burst its banks. When the water 
receded, it left behind a couple of not so 
friendly visitors in the form of a number 
of bull sharks in the course lake. Despite 
numerous signs warning golfers to stay 
out of the water, there are always a few 
who insist on trying their luck – and then 
having to scamper out very quickly when 
an aggravated shark heads their way. 
You can’t really blame the sharks though. 
Wouldn’t you be a bit tetchy if you kept 
getting hit on the head by golf balls?

December
in History

336 AD – Christmas Day, 
commemorating the birth of 
Jesus of Nazareth, was first 
celebrated on 25th December 
by the Roman Catholic Church.  

1903 – Orville and Wilbur 
Wright achieved the first 
powered, controlled airplane 
flights, the longest of which 
lasted about a minute.  

1911 – Norwegian explorer 
Roald Amundsen won the race 
to become the first person to 
reach the South Pole.

1962 – Scientists were able 
to study information about 
another planet for the first 
time when the Mariner II space 
probe sent back information 
from Venus.

1967 – Dr Chris Barnard 
performed the first successful 
heart transplant in Cape Town.  

1990 – Engineers working 
on the Channel Tunnel finally 
reached France and connected 
England and mainland Europe 
for the first time since the Ice Age.

1991 – Despite the fact that 
actual fighting had ceased in 
1953, the Korean War was 
only formally ended with the 
signing of a reconciliation and 
non-aggression treaty almost 40 
years later.
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The FoodBank Festive Season Drive and the fact that it gives 
us all a chance to spread a little cheer this festive season. 
Simply SMS the word “Foodbank” to 40421 from 16th October 
until 31st January 2012 to feed 12 fellow South Africans. 
SMS’s are charged at R20 each and proceeds of the SMS 
campaign will be donated to FoodBank SA, which currently 
supplies food to over 1,000 community based organisations 

countrywide. For more 
information and to make 

further donations, visit  
www.foodbank.org.za.

lovesabou T ime

BEFORE 
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ChRistmas mEal in 
England was a pig’s 
hEad and mustaRd.
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All of the gifts in the song “The 
Twelve Days of Christmas” add 
up to 364 in total, in other 
words one gift for each day 
of the year except one. 

YOUDiD
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Positioned in the most romantic valley on earth, Franschhoek Country 
House & Villas is an exclusive boutique hotel reminiscent of a village 
in Provence yet with an elegant Cape sensibility.  Set in gardens 
of lemon trees, lavender and vines – with fynbos draping the nearby 
mountains – the original, charming country maison includes 14 standard 
and luxury rooms as well as the award-winning Monneaux Restaurant 
while the 12 Villa suites are havens of privacy & understated opulence.  
Swimming pools, a candle-lit cellar, a treatment room and sun-down 
verandas are all a traveller needs as you live la vie extraordinaire.

Book for 2 nights on sharing basis and receive a 
complimentary dinner for two and spa  

treatments to the value of R500
For terms and conditions on this  

and other special offers visit www.fch.co.za

Tel: +27 (0)21 876 3386 email: info@fch.co.za

L imited Offer



When you are working on your swing, it is important to have 
someone knowledgeable to watch and advise you. I once said in 
a television interview: “Amateurs teach amateurs to be amateurs.” 
Numerous viewers wrote to me to remind me that amateurs are the 
backbone of golf. I fully agree, but what I meant by that is that if you 
want to improve your game, you need an expert, or at least someone 
with golf teaching experience, to assist you. It does not help to get a 
lesson from someone with a handicap of 16.

If you asked most club golfers what they would like in their 
Christmas stocking, many would probably reply: “An extra 20 metres 
off the tee.” I know I would. I am like Chi Chi Rodriquez: “The older I 
get, the longer my drives used to be.”

So here is my Christmas stocking gift to you: A few ideas for you to 
try out in the hopes of giving yourself a longer drive.

For the golfer who is accurate off the tee, but wants a few 
extra yards

•	 Try a longer driver, with a lightweight graphite shaft.
•	 Try to get as much extension on your backswing as possible.
•	 Allow your left heel to lift on the backswing. This will encourage 

a full backswing.
•	 Experiment with drivers that have different lofts.
•	 Get good advice. Remember that retail salesmen are not 

knowledgeable enough to give you the advice that you deserve.
•	 Keep a steady head and good balance. Relax all your muscles, 

especially your neck, shoulders and upper arm.

For the golfer who is not very accurate off the tee, but would 
still like a few extra yards

•	 Start with a stable platform by widening your stance.
•	 Boxing legend Kallie Knoetze once told me that in boxing the 

knock-out punch often simply comes down to good timing. It is 
the same in golf. Make sure your maximum clubhead speed is  
at impact.

•	 Try to hit the ball out of the centre of the clubface.
•	 Remember the importance of rhythm. All golfers swing at different 

speeds, so find the right speed for you and stick to it. For some of 
you, it may be faster than you think.

•	 Think of your balance and complete your backswing.
•	 Finally, try for that beautiful photo finish. T
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All i want 
for Christmas… 
IS more yArdAGe 
oFF tHe tee!

one of the many things that can make the game of golf difficult and frustrating is the fact that different 

things work for different golfers. Take equipment for example. i have heard different golfers rave about 

the extra distance they get from a new driver or ball, while others say that it didn’t help them at all. Maybe 

that is what Ben Hogan meant when he said the search “is in the dirt”. in other words, you just have to get 

out there and find what works for you, especially when it comes to your swing.

Story by Dale Hayes
Pic © iStockphoto.com
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Sisters
are doing it for themselves

it was a month of “firsts” for us, and our favourite airline, 1time, helped us make it all happen. After 

months of planning and training, we were off on our first cross border flight to attempt to stand on 

the summit of the world’s highest freestanding mountain, the 5,895 m high Mt Kilimanjaro. 

Story by Melissa Guthrie
Pic © Graham Guthrie
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Most of us start the New Year with a few resolutions, but this year 
was set to be different for us from the start. We wanted to achieve 
something extraordinary as a family; something that would have a 
lasting impact on our own lives, as well as the lives of others. We set 
a date and planned to summit on the tenth birthday of my younger 
sister, Hannah.

Challenged to make a difference in our beautiful country, we set up 
a fundraising campaign under the banner of “Team Sole Sisters”. We 
planned to use the climb to raise awareness for the more 
than 7 million children throughout South Africa who 
do not have school shoes. We partnered with The 
Bobs for Good Foundation, a regular beneficiary 
of 1time’s generous support, and set a target 

to raise enough money to buy and distribute 500 pairs of shoes for 
needy children by the end of the year. 

Having selected the longer, quieter and arguably more beautiful 
Lemosho Route, we trekked together for eight days through Kili’s 
tropical rain forest, exotic heath, moorlands, alpine desert and glaciated 
arctic zones, enduring rain, sleet, snow and ice to reach Africa’s highest 
peak. Despite the temptation to turn back on occasions, we somehow 
managed to overcome the effects of high altitude and exhaustion and 

finally reached our goal on 17th October, a day that 
has changed our thinking forever. It 

is the day that Hannah became 
the youngest person to legally 
summit Mt Kilimanjaro. T

Sisters, (left to right) Melissa Guthrie (age 14) and Hannah Guthrie 
(age 10) reached the summit of Mt Kilimanjaro on 17th October 2011.
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FlightsFeStIVe SeASoN 

While many people plan their year-end holiday months in advance, 
some leave it to the last minute until a destination or special offer 
catches their eye. But the question then is whether they will be able to 
book a flight during peak season. 

1time understands this dilemma and aims to offer a flight schedule 
that suits the needs of its passengers, even during this time of  
heightened demand.

That is why we are pleased to announce that there has been a 
significant increase in our flight schedule over the December period. We 
are now offering: 52 additional flights on the George to Johannesburg 
route; 16 extra flights on the Cape Town to East London route; 32 
more flights between Johannesburg and Port Elizabeth; as well as 26 
additional flights between Johannesburg and East London.

1time CEO Rodney James notes that these additional flights were 
implemented with the needs of customers in mind. “The addition of 

these extra flights was driven by the desire to help ensure that our 
passengers have more flexibility in terms of their holiday options, and 
allow people the ability to spend more time with their loved ones on 
holiday, instead of on the road. It is our hope that these flights will not 
only connect people, but also increase the flexibility of their holiday 
options, and allow them to extend their well deserved vacations.”

He adds that the decision to increase the number of flights was 
driven by the market showing general optimism, and the knowledge 
that commercial flight demand normally increases remarkably over the 
festive season. 

James concludes that 1time will continue to implement measures 
designed to benefit its customers. 

“1time is motivated by the desire to please all of our passengers 
and we endeavour to add extra convenience, variety and choice to our 
customers, by living up to our tagline: ‘More Nice. Less Price’.”  T

Story & Pic © 1time

tIme to brAG

1time is helping to send more people on holiday and reunite more families over the festive 

season, by increasing its number of flights during December. 
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1st

Josceline Hart - 10 yrs 

Chloe Tomlinson - 6 yrs Jason Rowe - 6 yrs

2nd 3rd

Colouring-inCompetition

We at 1time value our young 
flyers in the knowledge that we 
will grow together. This is why 
1time is running a colouring-in 
competition especially for them. 
The pictures are found in the 
Activity Packs that are handed 
out on the plane and a winner is 
chosen every month.

1st Prize

Samsonite Sammies Funny Face

•	 Sammies Elephant 46cm  
Duffelbag & a Medium 
Backpack

•	 A copy of the in-flight 
magazine, abouTime, 
in which the picture is 
published.

2nd & 3rd Prize

A gift hamper, sponsored 
by 1time, including 1time 
paraphernalia and a copy of the 
in-flight magazine, abouTime, in 
which the picture is published.

Winners are notified by 
telephone and the prize is 
delivered directly to their door. 
So come on kids, enter the 
competition! Who knows, you 
could be the next winner!

THis MonTH’s
W i n n e R s

Travelling with your children needn’t be a hassle. Not when they can be stylish little flyers 
with the latest addition to the Sammies by Samsonite Funny Face range – the Elephant. This 
trendy line is also available in other fun animal styles – Ladybird, Butterfly and Crocodile. And 
you don’t have to worry about your child taking strain – the range is made from hardwearing 
denier polyester, yet it’s light and practical. Choose from a small sized backpack, two different 
sized duffle bags, 50 cm upright case, a purse and an umbrella. The range includes a lightweight, 
yet practical, schoolbag and a cute pencil box for the more studious kids! 

The Sammies by Samsonite range is available at leading luggage stores nationwide. To locate a 
stockist near you, log onto www.samsonite.com or call + 27 31 266 0620.

travel in Smile
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